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On 13th December, 2019, Britain returned the worst result for Labour since 1935 with a 
catastrophic collapse of working class support – reflecting a general trend away from 
social democratic parties all across the developed world. Is the left finally collapsing? And 
why?  

Gluten-Free Socialism examines how we wandered into an electoral wilderness by 
privileging abstract ideas over concrete realities. Leftwing notions of taxing the rich, 
backing workers, public ownership and green jobs are popular – but leftwing politicians 
are increasingly seen as too out of touch to ever enact them. Using a mix of anecdote, 
commentary and personal experience, this book sets out to find out why...  
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Prologue 

 

The Death of the Left  

 

 

 

 

I was dripping wet on a misty evening in December, and I had a feeling the last of my 
hopes were about to be dashed.  

 A low drizzle swept in from the sea lashed our faces. We were in Tilbury Docks, 
the easterly part of the Thames Estuary where the drizzle of the Thames opens up into 
the gales of the North Sea. Around us the headlights of the small town struggled beneath 
the glare of gargantuan container ships. Giant funnels and cranes rose above the 
rooftops, while a stream of trucks grumbled westward carrying Britain’s Christmas 
presents out to the gigantic container sheds and ‘Fulfilment Centres’ that lined the 
struggling towns of the Estuary.  

It was December 2019, and it was the eve of the General Election.  

 For years the country had been arguing with itself over whether to leave the 
European Union. A large number of people – 17 million of them in fact – were actually 
pretty clear that they did want to leave the European Union, which is why they’d voted 
to do so a few years ago. Others didn’t believe them, or thought they were joking. Some 
thought they’d probably change their minds after a while. When this didn’t appear to be 
about to happen, the Prime Minister – a comedy TV panellist who also had a job being in 
charge of the country – decided to act. The unelected Boris Johnson called an election. 
The race was on: the winner-takes-all duel to the death to settle the matter once and for 
all of what the people really wanted. Which, on balance, was probably not another 
election.  

A viral video had preceded our push – stirring shots of a wave-smashed New 
Jerusalem. ‘We lost the factories, we lost the jobs, we lost confidence in our 
community...’ went the stirring voiceover, over pictures of closed hospitals and 
mothballed industries. After unleashing a narrative of despair it revealed the solution to 
the nation’s ills: a grumpy old man who looked like he’d been up all night organizing a 
charity raffle.  

Change, it promised, was coming.  



We were there as the shock troops of this Change. Tens of thousands of people 
just like me were setting off around the country knocking on doors in places they’d 
rarely, if ever, normally go: low–rise council estates fringed by cheap plaster-board 
houses; pebble dashed courts in self-satisfied and incredibly white suburbs; wind-torn 
urban fringes with just a single 7-11 and a massive Big Box store down the road. And us.  

Some seemed suspicious of me. Some homeowners peeped out of the curtains as 
if I might possibly be about to mug them. It was actually worse than that. I was trying to 
get them to vote for the Labour Party. 

We were a bit of a motley crew. Our board runner was a part-time Marxist 
poking out from underneath a cloaked hood running a torchlight over a battered, soggy 
set of sheets which had all our door numbers on. ‘They probably assume we’re a 
London-centric, youth-obsessed, middle-class bunch who’ve been parachuted into this 
working class town to lecture the locals on their voting choices,’ I’d been thinking to 
myself since I’d started campaigning, and I’m pretty sure the others – my friend Matt, a 
think-tank researcher, another part-time Marxist, another full-time Marxist, a teacher, 
and a Modern Languages Cambridge undergraduate – agreed.  

I was down in the capital to do a bit of campaigning. I’d been out in east London 
talking to voters about the insecurity they felt under the effects of gentrification (apart 
from those who’d bought their council homes under Thatcher, now worth half a million, 
and were actually feeling pretty secure under the effects of gentrification). I’d also 
campaigned back in the north. In Blackpool I’d nearly been attacked with a portable 
hoover. Several times someone came to the door, took one look at me through the 
keyhole, and then went back inside. I wasn’t sure if that said more about me or the 
Labour Party. One woman told me she was ‘voting Conservatory’ – or perhaps she 
meant she was voting for a Conservatory.  

‘Tory,’ I told the clipboard guy. 

The thing is, Thurrock was exactly the kind of place that you’d expect to be 
voting for us. In fact, it once had. The workers of port towns like Tilbury had been 
amongst those who’d made the first push towards organized labour in the late 19th 
century. A huge strike at the ports upriver in east London, now long forgotten, had been 
one of the earliest mass-mobilizations of worker power back in 1889, and one of the 
first signs that the still-medieval craft guilds were slowly giving way to the ‘New 
Unionism’ – organization among the ordinary folk in the mills, factories and docks. This 
was also the place where modern multicultural Britain was really born; it was here that 
the Windrush sailed with its first arrivals from the Caribbean.  

Today there was little sign of that. The docks had long ago been automated and 
ran on a skeleton staff. Services in the town were stretched. Workers cafes had long ago 
closed. An Amazon ‘Fulfilment Centre’ so gargantuan that I could barely see from one 
end to the other made sure that Christmas trees across the south of England would be 
graced with the seasonal cheer of cheap toys assembled in a Chinese sweatshop. A local 
hospital was threatened with closure. According to local news Thurrock had 30 too few 
GPs and getting appointments was becoming ever harder. Tilbury’s once famous Bata 
shoe plant – a huge employer in its 20th century heyday – had long since closed, leaving 
little except a couple of modernist buildings. You could still explore them on the 
‘industrial heritage trail’ via an iPhone app.  



It was just a few hours left before the polls closed.  

As darkness fell and the streets descended into a kind of gloom you honestly felt 
Tilbury would never recover from – a cocktail of mist mixed with rain the colour of 
emphysema – I looked around at the massive estate around us, once workers’ housing, 
now much of it sold off to private owners, and the gleam of the massive ships in the 
distance. They resembled cliff-faces of cranes and floodlights, like skyscrapers 
untethered from their foundations that might drift away silently into the night. I had 
that feeling of standing on the edge of something I couldn’t quite define, a change in the 
air that none of us could quite voice. I wasn’t sure I liked it.  

On the way out here from London we’d stopped in Dagenham to do a bit of 
canvassing. Once the home of Ford’s largest car plant outside America, a workforce so 
huge that it constituted a town in itself, it had been stripped back to a ghost of itself. 
Tensions bubbled beneath the surface. Actually they bubbled pretty close to the surface. 
The BNP had been voted in on nearby local councils. Putting it mildly, liberal London felt 
more than a few tube stops away – despite the fact that it was just a few tube stops 
away. If you go east along the Jubilee Line from central London you lose a year of life 
expectancy for every stop.i  

So all this felt like the perfect ground for campaigners for a leftwing party 
promising to transform peoples’ lives through state investment. But here was the funny 
thing. The poorer the person, the more they fitted some hazy notion of the ‘working 
class’ voter, the less they seemed to like us. When I asked if they’d thought about voting 
for Labour I might as well have asked whether they wanted a truckload of toxic waste 
emptying on their front lawn. Just what was it about our 70 year old tweedy vegan that 
didn’t appeal to traditional working class voters? As door after door told us they’d 
rather die than vote for us, even though they’d voted for us in the past, as had their 
parents, and their parents’ parents – I couldn’t help thinking: you are exactly the kind of 
people we’re trying to help. Why on earth don’t you realise that?  

 

* 

 

This is a book about why the left is dying.   

 I should make a huge caveat here. I use ‘dying’ in its very loosest sense. Millions 
of people support the left. Most of the books I read, the TV shows I watch, the gallery 
events I go to are made by liberals1. Our culture industries, our universities, our arts 
today swing left by an overwhelming margin. Ireland leans left. Scotland leans further. 
Welsh Labour is still the largest party in Wales, while Canada leans left (in fact not only 
has its president spent most of his life being leftwing, he’s apparently even spent much 
of it being black). Even in the US it’s worth remembering that substantially more people 
voted for Hillary Clinton than Donald Trump in 2016. Continental Europe is a melange 
of power sharing agreements between various people across the spectrum, from 

                                                           
1
 I’m going to use ‘liberal’ in this book in its leafy, nicely mannered American sense, where it seems to mean 

something like ‘went to a nice university’, as opposed to the more overtly political sense of ‘left’.  



Communists to conservatives, from centrists to social democrats. Oh, and the odd 
fascist.  

So even within Brexit-voting England, the left is very powerful. Except, of course, 
for one thing. We don’t seem to possess any actual power.  

There’s been a tendency over the last few years to assume that because the 
cultural industries, the knowledge economy and even much of the business world are 
defiantly liberal (even weapons-maker BAE systems have a Pride float now!) then the 
battle’s won. But even if much of the BBC is staffed by LGBT-friendly environmentalists 
and university campuses have reduced once controversial political discussion to the 
passionate debate of a single viewpoint, that won’t change wider society. It won’t 
change the amount of money that a young carer gets, or the job conditions of a zero-
hours truck driver, or a mum of two small kids in Redcar who’s facing a means-test 
interview for Universal Credit. In fact I actually think it might do the opposite.  

We stopped in a fish and chip shop on the way to the train station. A hot blast of 
batter steamed our dripping clothes. The nice people behind the counter nodded at us 
and smiled like we were a bunch of dripping deluded fools who’d just spent all day 
chasing a silly dream (I don’t know where they got this idea) and we settled down to a 
deliciously heart attack on a plate drenched in vinegar. Everyone was tired but in good 
spirits. Babble filled our table, phones fished out, flash headlines compared. We were all 
pundits in our own imaginary talkshow. And despite the good cheer and the good 
company, I couldn’t help withdrawing into myself a little.  

My mind had become a little unanchored. Perhaps it was the rain, and the cold, 
and the dark of Winter, but I couldn’t help feeling the history of this place. The 20th 
century had been forged in places like this. A little further up the estuary, up in West 
Ham, Kier Hardy had laid the foundations for what would become the Labour Party by 
standing as an independent. Back then the first MPs of the new worker’s party were 
workers. Factory hands and millworkers campaigned and voted for Labour. Dockers 
and drivers and bridge builders, spread the word among their factory floors, their front 
rooms, their pubs and unions. Labour might not have got into parliament until the 
1920s, and it might not have got into power until the 1940s, but people cared about 
Labour. And Labour, despite all the limitations of politics, cared about them.  

Could you say that about the Britain of today? Where had that picture of an 
impoverished and exploited class of workers ready to throw off their shackles by 
uniting in collective power gone? Could you say that about Tilbury and the Amazon 
Fulfilment Centre? Could you say it of a place boxing toys made in China brought in on 
computerized containers, and packed by EU nationals many of whom didn’t even have 
the vote? Where was the social connection there?  

I couldn’t get over the sense of how few of us going around canvassing seemed to 
resemble the voters we were targeting. How many of us were really disadvantaged or 
dispossessed? How many of us represented a minority, drove a JCB, worked in a 
warehouse? Where were all the shiftworkers? Perhaps they were all at home being 
fulfilled by Amazon. Perhaps they were just knackered. But even given that you’d have 
thought you’d have seen a few amongst us – muscular young Poles and poorer Brits, 
kids shafted by the gig economy, all eagerly attempting to bring about the better society 
our manifesto brightly promised.  



Nothing about us seemed prepared for this reality. It was as if the 21st century 
had happened and we hadn’t even noticed. All of the people I was out canvassing with – 
the think-tank researchers, part-time Marxists, the Cambridge undergraduates, and the 
thousands more like them knocking on doors throughout the country – had no clue how 
to talk to an EU migrant in a massive warehouse who wasn’t even aware that unions 
existed, let alone that there was this parliamentary opposition called the Labour Party. 
They had no idea of how to address the anger of a disabled pensioner who’d voted 
Leave or how to convince a family who hadn’t seen proper work for generations that we 
were suddenly going to restore the fortunes of a failing town. ‘Our social investment 
fund will revive industry,’ I’d piped up. ‘Thousands of new jobs will be created by the 
Green New Deal and renewable energy.’ We were going to save the economy by building 
wind farms.  

Instead we’d imagined this other Britain that didn’t really exist anymore: one 
where workers sat by candlelight over their copies of Das Kapital waiting for someone 
to bring about the dictatorship of the proletariat; where soot-caked miners bundled 
themselves into a union building to plot the overthrow of their bosses, and where black 
people straight off the Windrush stood joyously waving their Civil Rights protest 
handbooks waiting for a 70 year old white man from Islington to liberate them. A 
Britain, we imagined, where an unemployed mum pushing a twin pram of screaming 
kids in Preston would pause before an election billboard of Jeremy Corbyn in order to 
drop to her knees in grateful prayer. Where was this Britain? Here? Tilbury? In the fish 
and chip shop?  

‘Two scampi,’ announced the woman behind the till.  

It was all melting away. The statistics, the figures, the films: all of the stuff I’d 
read and watched over the last quarter of a century, the paeans to a once-proud 
industrial culture – it was all busily evaporating. All those loveable plucky working class 
scamps from Ken Loach films. All those George Orwell essays. The last gasp of socialism 
was disappearing beneath the gates of the Amazon Fulfilment Centre. What did the 
worker’s struggle mean in an age when many workers had never even heard of a 
worker’s struggle? We talked of joblessness statistics, but what did any of us really 
know about unemployment – the nail-bitten, ‘is the food bank open yet?’ kind? We 
talked of carers, but had any of us given away a decade of our lives to care for an ailing 
parent?  

Even in our worst, sofa-surfing moments it was unlikely that any of us had ever 
attempted to bring up a family in a damp flat above a betting shop with mould crawling 
up the wall. I felt like I finally understood that look in the eyes of people whose doors I’d 
knocked on. We were just a new generation of middle class Marxists come to lecture a 
zero-hours forklift driver about socialism.  

And as I bantered, as I looked at the funny memes and news stories everyone had 
found, as I taped a smile from one side of my face to the other, I thought of all the people 
I’d spoken to who’d hated us, all the people I’d spoken to whose parents had voted 
Labour for generations but now thought we were a load of middle class ponces, all the 
people I’d spoken to who’d been furious we were undermining their wish for Brexit, all 
the people I’d spoken to who’d told us defiantly that they weren’t going to vote. All of 
them people who we thought we were helping who saw us not only as annoying but as 
the enemy. And I heard one thing running through my head: We... Are... So... Fucked.  



 

* 

 

We heard the exit poll on the train back into London.   

‘According to predictions, the Conservative Party are on set to win a historic 
victory, while Labour are heading for what looks set to be their worse election defeat 
since the 1930s,’ chirped the announcer, ‘and anybody deluded lefties heading back to 
London in high spirits from a day spent knocking on doors should wake up and realise 
that they’ve just wasted several weeks of their life.’ 

 There was dead silence. All eyes were down.  

 ‘Fuck,’ I heard someone croak.  

The train trundled on over the sound of the radio as the news began to dissect 
exactly how screwed we were, in a more detailed, statistical kind of way. Nobody really 
knew what to say. One guy got out in near silence and seemed to be eyeing up the 
electrified tracks. As we got out at Fenchurch Street I found myself staring up at the 
glass towers of the City of London (where the real power lies) and found myself 
wondering: how did we ever think we were going to elect a socialist to preside over 
this?  

‘There’s, er, an election night party,’ my friend muttered.  

I biked off to Dalston to watch the results still clinging to the vain hope that the 
poll was wrong. A massive screen had been erected above a trendy bar showing the BBC 
live election coverage (so public service) and I couldn’t help feeling the tenor of the 
people who’d organized the thing spoke rather a lot about why we’d lost. Everyone was 
young and hip and screamed ‘liberal metropolitan’ from 50 yards. If you based your 
entire impression of the Labour Party on the people who’d turned up you’d come away 
thinking that everyone in the UK left was either an attractive LGBT couple or an 
unemployed Marxist who needed a girlfriend.  

And then, in a busy and noisy fashion, began a long TV show informally titled ‘the 
Destruction of Everything You’ve Ever Believed In.’  

We didn’t do badly. We imploded. Blyth Valley. Bolsover. Bolton. The line of seats 
stretching across the post-industrial North – the so-called ‘Red Wall’ – were falling. 
Seats like Penistone and Stockbridge in Sheffield, once the fount of the British steel 
industry. Bishop Auckland in County Durham, a former mining town. Town after town, 
city after city, constituency after constituency. It seemed that after years of some parts 
of the left consistently telling anybody who disagreed with them that they should fuck 
off and join the Tories many had actually taken us up on our offer. 

There went Bishop Auckland. There went Wrexham. Great Grimsby. Seats that 
had been held by the Labour Party for almost as long as there had been a Labour Party 
were going. Burnley. Bradford. Sedgefield. Workington. These were all places facing 
dying industry, slashed public services and decreased union power – coupled with job 
insecurity, housing crisis and wage stagnation. I’d actually canvassed in a few of these 



places; nearly all the constituencies I’d campaigned in lost. I was starting to think that if 
I’d stayed home Labour might have won the election. Still, even I couldn’t be responsible 
for a wipe-out on this scale. Every constituency seemed to feature an oily man or 
woman in a blue rosette punching the air with joy; one Tory pundit even compared the 
collapse of Labour’s Red Wall to the collapse of the Berlin Wall, which helpfully 
reminded me why I vote Labour.  

We were stunned. It seemed especially cruel after an almost laughable campaign 
by the Tories, led by Boris Johnson, a cynical public clown who’d lied, blustered, 
bullshitted, refused media interviews and repeated the slogan ‘Get Brexit Done’ so often 
you wondered if he also whispered to his girlfriend while they were making love. 
Johnson seemed to see himself as a Cicero of rare rhetoric gifts, but I’d say the majority 
of voters saw him more as a dishevelled alcoholic clown on the children’s party circuit –  
a crap haircut posing as a prime minister, someone who thought that shouting ‘tosh’ in 
an Etonian accent was an intelligent response to concerns about knife crime or the 
cladding of a lethal towerblock. At one point during the campaign Johnson had even 
hidden in a fridge to escape a difficult question from the press. It wasn’t exactly an 
inspiring view of the people who’d be running the country.  

With a government like that you’d have thought opposing it would have been a 
doddle. But our leader Jeremy Corbyn had recently polledii as the most unpopular 
opposition leader of the past 45 years, scoring a net satisfaction rating of ‘minus 60,’ a 
level of unpopularity which actually seemed to break the laws of physics. On a personal 
level I liked Corbyn: I thought he was principled, moral, idealistic, which was also why I 
thought he probably had zero chance among the British electorate. Johnson came across 
as dim, narrow-minded and a bit thuggish beneath all that pantomime bluster. Perhaps 
that was why he was the ideal candidate to win over the average voter. 

By 3a.m. the ‘Red Wall’ was now looking more like a bit of red gatepost still 
standing after a bulldozer had levelled the site, its Labour rosette flapping forlornly in 
the wind. Most of its bricks were missing. At least it now blended in with a lot of other 
unfinished infrastructure projects in the north. At one point Corbyn was filmed 
returning to the Islington constituency he’d represented for the last thirty years (at least 
he’d won that) and stood there with the country’s cameras trained on his ageing face. 
For a moment I felt an odd pang of sympathy for this old bearded man, blinking in the 
flashlights, suddenly looking rather lost and confused. It was as if some terrible, terrible 
mistake had been made, and the likeable man who’s normally in charge of organizing 
the charity cake raffle at the local library had accidentally been put in charge of the 
largest leftwing party in Europe. Part of me wanted to call social services, although after 
all the Tory cuts they probably wouldn’t have been able to respond anyway.  

The people I’d grown up with, those towns dotted with working class pubs and 
Labour clubs, the people whose mums and dads worked in mills and factory floors: 
they’d finally turned their backs on us. They’d elected a party dedicated to rich people 
led by a rich person. They’d kicked back at the Establishment by voting in the 
Establishment. What was the point of being a party of the industrial north if we could no 
longer represented the industrial north? A party of the workers if the workers spurned 
us? Of being Labour without the labour?  

Perhaps the fault was with our leader. That was certainly the voice coming from 
the Party itself, whose bigwigs were now wisely predicting the election result in reverse 



– distancing themselves from the foolishly youthful and optimistic endorsements of the 
leader they’d made three or four hours ago, and also, generously, distancing themselves 
from the leader they were now stabbing in the back. And it was true that Corbyn was an 
electoral oil spill (although in fairness it’s hard to get a very balanced picture of 
someone if his face appears on the front cover of the Sun every other morning over 
headlines like ‘DANGEROUS TERRORIST SYMPATHISER’ or ‘BRITAIN IS DOOMED’). 
After years of arguments about austerity, racism and the flight of the working classes in 
the north, we had chosen to believe that a polarized nation was best represented by a 
tweedy ageing man with a nice house in Islington.  

But you couldn’t blame it all on the leader. Corbyn was more the symptom than 
the cause of our problems. The truth was that the left wasn’t just failing as an electoral 
force. It was failing as an idea.  

 

* 

 

This isn’t a book about the British Labour Party, although I do think that our wipe-out at 
the end of 2019 was a pretty good illustration of some of the deeper problems with the 
left, which is why I’m using this night to crowbar open the topic. This goes way beyond 
Labour in the UK, Democrats in the US, or social democratic parties across Europe and 
beyond. I’ll be referring to all of these of course. But beneath that I really want to tackle 
something deeper. You see, I don’t think this is actually about politics at all. I think it’s 
about culture.  

 At this stage, I reckon, I should probably own up as to my own place in this story.  

I grew up in a leftwing household. It was the kind of household that always had a 
Guardian on the table, the kind of household that cared about recycling even before 
recycling was fashionable. It was the kind of household that believed that a large part of 
the sum total of human unhappiness – from the weather to teenage depression to the 
imminent end of the world from climate change – was caused by cuts enacted by the 
Conservative party.     

All of my mum and dads’ friends were Labour. Everyone I knew voted Labour. All 
the people at the youth club where I went as a kid, the working men’s clubs that dotted 
the town, voted Labour. During the early 1990s it was possible to get the feeling that 
everyone in the country was voting Labour, apart from the government. Perhaps the 
most Labour  of them all was my dad. I think looking back I’ve grown up traumatized by 
how caring my dad was. He seemed to have a pronounced – I would say almost fanatical 
– bias towards seeing the best in people. He was prejudiced towards them. Talk about 
youth crime, for example (which wasn’t entirely an entirely academic discussion in our 
struggling Lancashire town) and his eyes would mist over in a kind of rose-tinted fog, as 
he imagined himself into the life of a modern housing estate.  

‘These people have nothing,’ he’d say, like he was picturing a street of Dickensian 
urchins scampering about in search of pocket-handkerchiefs. ‘This is their struggle. 



Their only way to fight back.’2 I wasn’t always sure how kicking in the windows of the 
local bus stop was a way of fighting back, but I was also pleased to have a dad who was 
so fundamentally nice, so generally optimistic about human beings. In fact my dad was 
such an optimist about human nature that at various times I wondered if he might be 
mentally ill.  

But in retrospect I think I can understand my dad’s resolute niceness. In many 
ways it was a bulwark against the era’s resolute nastiness. This was the 1980s and early 
1990s, and there really is no telling just how miserable all those Conservative years had 
been. They’d apparently stood for responsibility and opportunity but at ground level 
what they actually appeared to stand for was terrible railways, negative growth, mild 
bigotry, unbelievably crap shopping precincts and overall, just a looming, ubiquitous 
sense of gloom. Great Britain felt like Grey Britain. Even the Prime Minister’s hair was 
grey.  

So when Britain’s first young and marginally sexy ‘Britpop PM’, Tony Blair, 
turned up on the scene in a blitz of celebrity endorsements, it seemed like we were 
emerging out of the end of the tunnel (and not just into yet another signalling problem). 
I was eighteen the year Blair swept away the Tories in the biggest electoral landslide 
since the war so I rushed to the polls to demonstrate my enthusiasm for change. 
Unfortunately I’d forgotten to register, but it didn’t matter. The revolution was 
underway. Blair’s vision was nothing less than turning Britain from an inward facing 
nation of blue-loo tea-drinkers into a dynamic, cosmopolitan, well-connected 
cosmopolis. It was a utopia on European Union rules: a ‘Eutopia’.  

Immediately cities up and down the country suddenly began to rebrand their 
poisoned canals as a ‘Riviera’ or a ‘Marina’. Manchester pretended it was Barcelona, and 
failed. Tacky student blocks rose into the sky over the cities of the North, peering down 
at colonies of Costas and Cafe Neros that had laid tables out in case anyone wanted to 
sip a latte in the howling rain beside a poisoned canal. Visit a post-industrial city and 
you could get the impression that everyone was either at university or else making 
coffee for the people at university – while the cool new leftwing Prime Minister would 
go on to harness pop music and Brit-art in what became known by absolutely nobody 
outside of certain newspaper columns as ‘Cool Britannia’.  

 But I was wondering now if we were too quick to embrace all of this. There was 
something missing in this victory of the working classes: the working classes. As if to 
emphasise that he was putting the emphasis in the ‘New’ rather than the ‘Labour’ bit of 
the title, Tony Blair scrapped Clause 4 in the party constitution so that Labour was no 
longer dependent for its funding from the unions. The Single Market made possible an 
advance of free trade that actually felt pretty Thatcherite; despite their massive initial 
majority New Labour didn’t repeal a single part of Thatcher’s anti-trade union lawsiii. I 
barely appreciated it at the time – I was too busy avoiding getting a job – but this was a 
milestone in British politics that would more or less set the tone for everything that 
followed. This was a Labour Party that wasn’t really about labour any more.  

                                                           
2
 A comic once nicely summed up the problem of positive prejudice: ‘My mother grew up 

telling me that every stranger is simply a friend you haven’t met yet. She’s now living in 
a gated community surrounded by electrified fences.’ 



The ‘revolution’ I witnessed in 1997 lasted thirteen years. If it wasn’t exactly a 
revolution in building a socialist utopia, it certainly was a revolution in building a 
corporate bureaucracy. The new state would not be a dictatorship of the proletariat but 
a dictatorship of private consultants and think-tank leaders in an arts-council funded 
cafe (topped off with a brutal oil war). The industrial north meanwhile saw a new post-
industrial revolution. Just as the Blair/Bush pop duo were determined to spread liberal 
values and peace to the Middle East – even at gunpoint – then the Black Country and the 
South Yorkshire coalfield was to be invaded by call centres, retail parks and massive 
corrugated tin sheds.  

There was no job too shitty. No industry too flimsy. Job Centre boards resembled 
the Get Rich Quick posters in phone boxes. Ex-miners who’d once stood on the pickets 
along with Scargill were now told to brush up their phone technique if they wanted to 
come top of the Customer Engagement league. At one point if you’d removed everyone 
selling Payment Protection Insurance in greater Tyneside then the entire economy 
would have collapsed.  

Britain had once proudly produced coal and cotton and steel. Now it produced 
finance, construction and real estate. (And films about wizards). This was no longer the 
party of donkey jackets and hard-hats, of beer and sandwiches at Number Ten, of picks 
and shovels and nationwide strikes. Instead it was the party of German-speaking 
business delegations in Strasbourg; of policy wonks and spin doctors and quangocrats 
whose jobs were so complicated not even they could tell you what they did. The fancy 
sounding new ‘Third Way’ resolved a debate between those who argued that privatizing 
public assets would strip them of their costly bureaucracy and others who argued that 
subjecting them to market forces would create horrendous job insecurity. Between 
them Blair and Brown realised that via a private-public hybrid model you could go one 
better and combine costly bureaucracy with job insecurity.  

This was a Cool Britannia that would export its culture industries for the 
international market like never before; an age of ironic Britpop bands like Pulp, Blur 
and Oasis who paved the way forward by recycling the music of 30 years ago. Britart 
stars like Damian Hirst and Tracey ‘tampon’ Emin emerged; the true energy, vitality and 
potential of the United Kingdom in the coming millennium was summed up by a dead 
shark in a tank.  

But looking back, I’m not sure that all of this achieved a revolution. as I watched 
the North of England collapse into a sea of Tory blue I remembered the industrial 
landscape I’d known since childhood. The gigantic Tesco Extra swallowing Accrington 
and Burnley. The gargantuan mega box stores nestling at the bottom of Bradford. I 
thought of Ashton-Under-Lyne, a place so dominated by the giant purple Lego-brick 
Ikea that the entire town centre feels like an outdoor branch of the company. What had 
thirteen years of New Labour had to say to them?  

Perhaps we on the left hadn’t succeeded when we’d taken power in 1997. Maybe 
instead we’d just learnt to exclude a growing number of people from the conversation. I 
remembered how Blair had been determined to make himself cosy with rightwing press 
and media moguls and business elites, how Blair had seemed so desperate to beat the 
Tories that it could seem like he’d become one – so that, as the 2010 election 
approached a decade later, I couldn’t help thinking that it would be nice if a leftwing 
government got in.  



Tony Blair had famously declared that we were ‘all middle class now’ as he 
expanded university education, on the supposition that if a disadvantaged teenager 
could now do an NVQ in Hospitality & Customer Service at the West Doncaster College 
of Dentistry they suddenly represented a vibrant cog in the knowledge economy. 
Perhaps what Blair actually meant was that everyone in Labour was middle class now. 
Prior to the 2019 election, for example, it was revealed that the party now drew 8% of 
its ministers from working class backgrounds. Swathes of Labour, Green or Liberal 
Democrat MPs were privately educated. (Also, did you know that almost a third of MPs 
are buy-to-let landlords? Amazing how they seem to have such trouble recognising the 
crisis in affordable housing).  

Perhaps it was no surprise that disadvantaged areas hated us. There are parts of 
the contemporary left who have about as much experience of the working class as the 
posh half of Downton Abbey. At one point in 2019 the Tory Home Secretary’s dad was a 
bus driver while the Labour Shadow Home Secretary was educated at a private school. 
The head of the British Union of Firefighters, Paul Embery, recalls that at the 2019 
Labour Party Conference he was confronted by an MP who confronted him with some 
distaste as ‘The one who keeps going on about working-class values.’ Working class 
values at a Labour conference? What was anyone thinking? 

I couldn’t help thinking about that as I watched the results unfold. I couldn’t help 
thinking about the time in that ‘World Transformed’ Liverpool event (a sort of after-
party to the Labour conference complete with ‘Soviet Disco’) where one attendee stood 
up and announced that ‘When you hear a working class person on the doorstep tell you 
they have concerns about immigration give them 30 seconds of nodding your head 
before you tell them why they’re wrong’). I thought back to the privately educated 
‘Marxists’ I knew at University College London who’d sit deciphering Cyrillic over 
coffees brought by a black teenaged waitress while warning their friends to avoid 
Brixton at night. Or the umpteen books I’ve read with chapter titles like ‘Why We Need 
New Stories: a Radical Left Reading of Colonial Narratives’ or ‘Towards a Post-Binary 
Discourse of Art: Genderqueer Theory and the Role of the Self’. I’m not knocking these 
topics, by the way. I’ve always said we needed more Post-Binary Discourses of Art. But 
it’s fair to say they don’t have the electoral appeal of ‘Get Brexit Done’. 

Maybe the crunch moment should have been when I went on a walk to Kinder 
Scout to commemorate the Mass Trespass of 1932 and witnessed the entirety of 
everyone assembled – ripped-jeaned soy-latte warriors, extra-parliamentary Prada 
Meinhof activists, cargo-pants tree therapists with books of Taoist poetry  – break into a 
chant of ‘Ooh, Jeremy Corbyn’ while people did sun-salutes outside the train station.    

 That should have been enough, really.  

 There was something so hopelessly optimistic about our presence in some of 
these places that it almost felt like those Jehovah’s Witnesses who’d turn up in a 
Victorian slum to instruct the starving families on how they could work harder to please 
Jesus. Corbyn spoke the language of ‘for the many, not the few’ – but I couldn’t imagine 
him hanging out in most of the places where ‘the many’ actually go. I couldn’t picture 
Corbyn in a worker’s caf, a greasy spoon, a council estate pub, a construction site or a 
pound shop – the places where about half of Britain ends spending much of its life. I 
could imagine him – as I could his followers – in a food bank, a hip independent cafe or a 
community garden hosting a fundraiser. In Tilbury, in Blackpool, in Bolton, in Barking, 



I’d seen anything but the humble workers of leftwing lore – instead it was a messy, 
disparate, dislocated mix: care workers and long-term sick; migrants seeking shift work 
at warehouses or takeaways; long-term unemployed disengaged from society 
altogether. And dotted around this mix were the things that the modern left likes to 
shrink away from: England flags and roadside burger stalls; white people with local 
accents who voted Brexit; pawnshops, beauty parlours and pound shops. Someone on 
Facebook characterised the entire election as the choice between a joker and a joke. It 
turned out we were the joke.  

It suddenly struck me that Boris Johnson had known what he was doing all along. 
We’d pointed out that his sloganeering was cynical. It was. We’d called his program 
soulless and empty. It was. What we hadn’t realised was this: it was meant to be. All of 
our beliefs relied on something: an idea of society. They relied on the idea of a healthy, 
functioning, liberal democracy – one where most of the voters cared about their 
politicians, where they trusted the press, and the banks, and the experts. In short, a 
Britain where twenty million workers were about to look down at its freshly-delivered 
Sun over bacon and eggs and suddenly realise they were actually socialists.  

The right had looked out over the same country. But whereas we’d seen things 
that didn’t really exist – a country of hopeful working classes, tearful mums, migrants 
and inspiring climate change activists – the right had seen modern Britain for every bit 
as disparate as it actually was. They’d looked out and seen the anger. The England flags. 
The disengagement. They’d seen the people scrolling through xenophobic conspiracy 
theories, the people voting Brexit for some little bit of power, of recognition – for a 
voice. When I was young Margaret Thatcher had made that famous pronouncement that 
there was ‘no such thing as society’ – something we on the left had challenged at every 
turn. Who was right, now? When you go out on a council estate with a closed pub, and a 
community centre with its hours slashed, and a chicken shop takeaway instead of a sit-
in cafe, and a library that can barely afford to open, and the nearest council building six 
miles away? As I’d looked around the drizzle-specked streets of Tilbury, I realised what 
that odd feeling had been. No such thing as society. It was the feeling she might just have 
been right.  

 

* 

 

This book is an attempt to discuss what went wrong that night. I write this a few weeks 
on from that election, while we’re still attempting to put ourselves back together. I’m 
not going to spend the next eight or nine chapters arguing that where it all went wrong 
was a diversion into identity politics and what we really need to get back to is blokes 
making seedy jokes over pints of bitter in smoke-filled trade union staffrooms. In fact, as 
we’ll see, identity politics have been a part of the left since – oh, about 150 years ago; far 
from being some recent diversion, utopian thinking is intimately wound up in the very 
meaning of what it is to be left.  

But utopianism has its limits. What sounds good in a cool online blog, an 
anarchist meeting or a Facebook forum has a tendency to dissolve on contact with 
oxygen once you open the doors to the wider world (or drive into the warehouse 



subcontracted to G4S). We need, in my opinion, to start heeding the automated 
announcements on the London Underground. We need to Mind the Gap.  

Take something like the environment, a beloved leftwing concern. People in my 
local area – a working class estate and until recently one of the poorest wards in the 
country – are obsessed about the environment. It’s just that they’re obsessed about their 
environment; about things like litter, and dogshit, and mattresses left on the sides of 
houses, and whether they can walk home without getting harassed by a bunch of 15-
year olds on a street corner.  

Frankly it’s difficult to imagine the modern left getting very excited about that. 
But an intelligent discussion might actually start with these sorts of people. It might ask 
whether, for example, they’re happy about the massive snarling road nearby and the 
effect it’s having on their child’s asthma. It might ask whether the motorway in earshot 
of the local primary school might be calmed a little, whether the new Lidl has affected 
smaller businesses, and whether someone’s human rights are really being curtailed if 
they’re banned from doing 50 on the road beside the Surestart nursery.  

You see this time and time again – a tendency to privilege the abstract over the 
concrete, high ideas over everyday reality. Right now housing is possibly the most 
urgent environmental issue for many. An estimated 8.4 million people are living in 
unaffordable, insecure or unsuitable homesiv while every political party has established 
a tape-loop of grand promises to tackle the crisis. Labour for example had pledged to 
build 150,000 affordable homes over five years – but where would they be built? The 
south-east was scarce in available land, precisely where they were needed, but every 
time discussion of the Green Belt came up it would be leading leftwing 
environmentalists like George Monbiot of the Guardian opposing it, declaring in one 
paper that ‘the Green Belt where it exists, specifically near railway hubs, is only suitable 
for ‘allotment provision and land for community food growing projects’.v Allotment 
provision and community food growing projects: how could a working class single 
mother ever take priority over that?  

 There’s a necessary grit to some of these conversations that we tend to avoid. 
Sometimes the left can sound like it cares more about whether there’s a back-access 
bicycle lane than where a thousand families are going to sleep tonight. The question of 
knife crime and vandalism probably excite more of the people in the working class 
communities Labour lost than windy talk about Green New Deals and carbon emissions. 
For many the word ‘climate’ conjures up freezing Glasgow council flats and frozen pipes, 
not the tree felling crisis of the Amazon rainforest or the plight of the Coral reefs. For all 
the hand-wringing that today’s liberals feel about their car use, the greater worry for 
many people is not being able to afford fuel. Even more than global warming, many fear 
an even more immediate climate crisis called ‘Winter.’   

At a very basic level, sometimes it’s a good idea to rein in the abstract and 
instead concentrate on the concrete. After all, lots of people live in concrete. This doesn’t 
have to mean we give up talking about the things which motivate us, simply that we find 
an accommodation between wider causes and ground-level realities. The fracking 
protests of the late 2010s are perhaps a good example; by combining a wider concern 
for the environment with a more local, down-to-earth concern for not having one’s 
house engulfed in a sink-hole, the protests helped to finally bring about a moratorium 



on fracking that allayed the fears of many (presumably including house insurers). The 
challenge is to find more such accommodations.  

That’s why I’ve named this book ‘gluten free socialism’. It isn’t an attack on 
people with dietary allergies. Rather I see this as an update to the term ‘champagne 
socialism’ which I can’t help feeling is perhaps now looking a bit out of date, evoking as 
it does images of coke-dusted Thatcherite bankers and ballrooms. Today’s left has gone 
down a different path. This is the left of Fitbits and yoga and anti-consumerism; the left 
of ethical shopping, calorie-counting and endless lifestyle naval gazing. As I say, if you’ve 
got a dietary allergy, it’s just a bloody metaphor.  

But it also I hope that this title suggests something else: that in many ways the 
current left has left out a rather vital component of what it used to mean to be on the 
left. Just as decaf coffee is coffee without the coffee (or New Labour was Labour without 
the labour) the once-socialist parties of Europe were founded to represent ordinary 
workers yet increasingly seem to despise those workers. We were once proud 
defenders of liberal freedoms; now some of us seem to enjoy banning and shaming like 
boring church moralists. We used to be a movement that promised sweeping and 
revolutionary changes in peoples’ lives, and yet we championed a leader so virtuous, so 
vegan, so downright nice that we annihilated any credible chance of power to the point 
where you wondered if Jeremy Corbyn was secretly working for the Conservatives.   

Gluten Free Socialism is about how all that happened. I can’t pretend to be a high-
flying journalist. I’m barely even a low-flying journalist. But I’ve grown up in 
backwaters, attended underfunded schools, done terrible jobs, and felt insecure most of 
my life – in other words, I’m fully qualified as a ‘service user’ at the ‘retail level’ of 
British politics (as Tony Blair once put it). The Lancashire town I grew up in was exactly 
the kind of post-industrial ‘left behind’ area the contemporary left has abandoned – a 
region where every single constituency voted Leave in 2016. Despite the ‘class 
dysphoria’ I suffered growing up there it’s precisely these communities I want to bring 
back at the picture. 

This book will attempt to look at ways to rebuild those bridges. It will look at the 
rise of the new moralizing left – and trace its history to reveal that environmentalism 
and identity politics are not nearly so new as we imagine. It will examine liberalism’s 
tricky relationship to the nation. It will explore how parts of the urban left espouse a 
cosmopolitan dream of diversity, but do so in cities increasingly unaffordable to most 
people – while the state-funded arts, media and third sector are increasingly 
meaningless to millions across Britain.  

Long before a formal labour movement, today’s political left originated in 
friendly societies, mutual assistance, co-ops and trades union movements. Today similar 
things are emerging with housing co-ops, unions for zero-hours workers and shared 
community projects. Towards the end of the book I’ll explore how it might be possible 
to shed a little of the moralizing and get back to grassroots if we genuinely want to 
change society rather than be a protest movement for teenagers who snap themselves 
on Instagram wearing a ‘I Heart Socialism’ T-shirt.  

But this is also the story of my journey, from utopian to cynic – and back, 
perhaps, to cautious optimist. Grassroots power is great. But actual power is even 
better. You can change things in all sorts of positive ways at local level, but you can 



change the entire country by winning a majority at Westminster, the White House or 
any of Europe’s parliaments. And the way we do that is by appealing to enough of the 
electorate – to sound like we’re speaking to them and not for them; and definitely at all 
costs to try and avoid speaking down to them. This book, I hope, is a road-map towards 
that destination.  

And after that, I’m going to also invent cold fusion and find a workable solution 
to the 2,000 year old Israel-Palestine conflict, but that’s another book. 

Firstly, though, let’s start with something that a dismayingly large number of the 
left no longer seem to think it’s important to do. The modern left has a tendency either 
to treat the disadvantaged as deserving poor (when someone’s Universal Credit falls 
through) or proto-fascist bigots (when they vote for things liberals don’t like). But what 
we don’t often do is treat them as autonomous agents in charge of their own destiny; as 
people who have a right to a vote, an opinion. There’s no doubt that we on the left want 
to help the disadvantaged. But there’s another thing some of us appear to find much 
harder. Listen to them.  
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Re-Elect the People 

 

How the Left Forgot about Democracy   

 

 

 

It was early 2019 and the streets of London were a sea of faces. 

 A march to celebrate something called the ‘People’s Vote’ had been organized, 
which was out to challenge the result of the UK Referendum of 3 years earlier – one in 
which the country had voted to leave the European Union. An e-petition launched on the 
UK Parliament petitions website had reached over 6 million signatures within a week, 
becoming the largest petition in UK history. 

 Leftwing newspapers were hailing the march as a victory for democracy. 
Someone I knew took a photo of a kid at a pro-EU march reaching up to an EU sign. In 
case you didn’t believe this was a fight for democracy, a cute child reaches joyously up 
in a sea of hands and cameraphones to touch the word ‘democracy’. 

 

 

 

The campaign group Led by Donkeys shared the photo. ‘Everything the People’s 
Vote campaign should be and increasingly is. Optimistic, joyous,’ they declared. It was 
shared many hundreds of times. People were thrilled with the photo (apart from one 
comment which pointed out that it looked ‘a bit like a Nazi salute’). On the whole 
however the mood was jubilant. People were on the streets marching, on the internet 
re-tweeting, and on the pages of leftwing newspapers giving inspiring interviews. Even 
dogs were apparently in support of a People’s Vote. A campaign group called the 
‘Wooferendum’ had formed around the belief that the animals would suffer a lot from 
leaving the European Union, such as a shortage of vets.  



‘Dogs support people’s vote, calling Brexit ‘barking mad’’, a local newspaper 
proudly reported. 

Well, it was good to know where the dogs stood on things. In fact these plucky 
pups were remarkably in tune with the rest of London’s middle classes, who were 
similarly aghast in 2016 that the great unwashed had gone and done something so 
utterly idiotic as to reject the European Union. Storied celebrities with large houses in 
Hampstead cried that their childrens’ future had been stolen; light entertainers declared 
that we were now on an inevitable slide towards fascism because the electorate wanted 
to leave the Customs Union. Over the next few years an anti-Brexit movement coalesced 
on the internet behind huge online petitions on the strength that the votes of 17.4 
million people should be overturned if there was enough opposition to them on 
Facebook.  

It had been a stormy few years since 2016. In the wake of the Referendum a howl 
of pain went up around the liberal left that is still ringing in many ears. A chorus of shrill 
condemnation rang out across the country: Leave voters were racists; Leave voters 
were stupid; Leave voters had only gone and done what they’d done because Vladimir 
Putin had paid for some adverts on Facebook. The debate quickly sank to a war of 
stereotypes. People stopped actually arguing with each other – instead they argued with 
an idea of each other. To judge from the discourse you’d be forgiven for assuming that 
all young people were polysexual Sociology graduates tweeting pro-Palestine memes 
from portable Safe Spaces while launching hashtag campaigns to get their lecturer 
sacked. Every single ‘working class voter’ meanwhile was a bitter 70-year old ex-miner 
sitting glumly in Union Jack pyjamas in a council flat in Doncaster weeping when the 
Queen’s speech came on the wireless and muttering how things were better when they 
still hung homosexuals. With stereotypes like these, was it any wonder we got cynical 
politicians?   

We were all constantly informed – often by people who rarely left London – that 
Britain was ‘polarized’. It was a miracle you could still go down your local shop to buy a 
pint of milk, everything was so polarized! Talkshows – in the best interests of objective 
journalism – would pair a far right proto-fascist with a vegan climate change activist on 
their panels with the astonishing result that they disagreed: proof! We were polarized.  

And now we had the ‘People’s Vote’. Billing themselves as the true voice of ‘the 
people’ (except for the ones who wanted Brexit) by demanding another referendum, the 
People’s Vote had an undeniable finger on the pulse of Britain. A line-up of the likes of 
Tony Blair, Nick Clegg and Bob Geldof – spunky sex symbols currently gilding many a 
modern teenager’s bedroom wall – was convened to voice their support for the EU (a 
decision which possibly reminded some why they voted to exit the EU in the first place). 
A promotional video featured a roster of cool London comics, hip authors, feted singers, 
and even found time to squeeze in one or two non-celebrities (one was subtitled ‘a 
farmer in Scotland’ to make sure the rest of Britain also felt included). All it needed was 
Bono or Chris Martin to turn up and do a solo and we’d really have had a people’s 
revolution.  

I know this world well. It was a world of cosy liberal BBC comedians, a world of 
north Londoners with impeccable liberal virtues (and nice big houses) and various 



forms of ‘left gentry’ – from Jeremy Corbyn’s tomato patch to Fabian Society dinners for 
millionaire philanthropists, from gluten-free cafes to polite protests with impeccably 
spelt placards. I used to live in London, in Jeremy Corbyn’s old constituency as it 
happens, and I liked the capital. It’s a comfortable, self-assured kind of place; even the 
protests had a comfortable and self-assured feel about them. I heard rumours people 
had even started using climate change marches as networking opportunities. One young 
comic half-seriously suggested that protest was ‘the new brunch.’ 

It all felt a long way away from the empty docks and disused quays of Hull or the 
dole queues of Tyneside; from the chicken shops and nail parlours and pound shops of 
Manchester’s satellites or the unemployed 55-year-olds in Newcastle or Glasgow who 
could still remember their dad working in the mines and whose son struggles with a 
zero-hour contract for Sports Direct. Actually it even felt a long way from parts of 
London. In a far-off, mysterious land called ‘Zone Six’, even places like Barking or 
Hainault felt very different from the vibrant harmony Westminster or Islington, with 
migrant workers packed into ‘beds in sheds’ and entire streets that still didn’t walking 
access to a Cafe Nero.  

What you did find in places like this were the old working class of London – a 
population which had been driven out of town in one of the most radical and unnoticed 
programs of social cleansing in recent history, much of it occurring under a Labour 
government. In the first few years of the new millennium, 620,000 people – the 
equivalent of the entire population of Glasgow – native residents left London, many of 
them unskilled and service workersvi. This was against a background of local borough 
councils, often Labour, rushing to sell off their remaining council stock to developers; in 
Elephant & Castle – once the site of a clutch of former council homes around the 
Heygate Estate – the ‘affordable’ flats went for three quarters of a million. London has 
now regenerated so many of its estates that many of the inhabitants can still afford to 
live there.  

Did the People’s Vote have anything to say to such people? Did it have anything 
constructive to tell the coal towns around the country reduced to chicken shops and 
Betfreds, the coastal resorts of tatty wind-whipped bungalows, the satellite towns of the 
industrial north? Apparently not. Perhaps they thought that an appearance from Bob 
Geldof was enough of a bridge to the common person.  

Instead of seeing the very real reasons that might have led to a vote for Brexit – 
joblessness, a sense of powerless, the appeal of taking back control for people who don’t 
enjoy much control in their lives – a high-velocity sneering machine of such power was 
unleashed that you could have been forgiven for thinking you were listening to the 
Court of Louis XVI rather than the supposedly caring left. Parties sprang up with 
‘change’ in their title, asking for everything to stay the same. Petitions emerged calling 
themselves ‘democratic’ asking for a national vote to be overturned. Some people clung 
on to the idea what with so many leave voters pushing sixty, the problem would soon be 
resolved as long as enough of them died3. There was even speculation that with all the 
cold weather old right-leaning voters might actually pop their clogs before the 2019 
election. Oh, the compassion.  

                                                           
3
 One writer for the Economist magazine even charmingly worked out a graph which predicted that as long as 

Remainers held out till 2022, enough Leavers would have died to stop Brexit. If a far right party used a similar 
argument with reference to an immigrant group everyone would have been totally cool with that too.   



What was notable about this was how little of it seemed even to be interested in 
attempting to explain why the EU was so wonderful, why we needed to stay in it, or how 
a minimum wage nail parlour technician in Humberside would have her life magically 
improved by remaining in the Single Market4. Instead it reduced a complex economic 
conundrum to a question of binary morality: anyone who voted Remain was ‘good’ (in 
fairness that word was rarely used – instead synonyms like ‘open’, ‘diverse’, ‘inclusive’ 
were deployed) while anyone who voted Leave was a Pitbull-wielding Imperialist with a 
picture of the Queen tattooed on his face with a nail-gun.  

Notwithstanding the fact that some of this didn’t even make geographic sense 
(the people entering Britain under EU Free Movement were mainly white – so what was 
racist about challenging that?) there was something profoundly, even shockingly nasty 
about reactions from the liberal left. On ‘social’ media it became entirely habitual – even 
encouraged – to make sweeping generalizations about Leavers, as if they were all 
drooling bigots who could barely dress themselves, let alone understand economics. On 
Facebook and the like there was plenty of laughter at places who’d turned out in high 
numbers for Leave where subsequent economic catastrophe was predicted. Welsh 
village now set for huge job losses after a car plant relocates to the Continent? Hilarious.  

Journalists bravely ventured out into the land of Wetherspoons in order to 
observe the mysterious species called ‘Leave voters’ which must not only be observed at 
a safe distance in their natural habitat (and preferably in the form of an angry white 
working class man swearing at the camera). Middle class journalists pedalled back from 
their climate camp festivals to channel their ‘inner David Attenborough’ by heroically 
journeying to strange, dangerous, barbarian lands with names like ‘Lancashire’ or 
‘Tyneside’ and reporting on the natives.  

To be fair, the overall tone was often closer to sympathy than outright contempt 
– but somehow the sympathy was even worse: people on the left talked piously of the 
tearful patriotism ‘left-behind’ towns as if everyone there was a pit-bull wielding ex-
miner with a picture of Churchill tattooed on his face dropping to his knees at the 
Queen’s Christmas speech. It was almost like nobody had bothered to visit these places 
since D-Day. Possibly they hadn’t. There was a curious irony about how leftwing 
theorists who’d spent years talking up various forms of direct democracy – citizen 
assemblies, alternative votes, local councils, referenda – were suddenly up in arms that 
the nation could dare to vote for greater sovereignty in its laws and decision-making. 
Why was a citizen assembly ‘good’ democracy but asking for more power at national 
level ‘bad’?  

There was something about all this that didn’t sit with me. Something about its 
smugness, its sense of intellectual superiority; about its conviction that it represented 
‘decent’ people and barely need step out of its nice, leafy, progressive London and be 
reminded about the rest of the country was leaving a rather unpleasant taste in my 
mouth. Observer columnist Nick Cohen generously informed Brexit voters that they’re 
like children, ‘easy to lead and to fool’.vii He went on to remind his readers that ‘70 per 
cent of voters whose educational achievement was only GCSE or lower’ voted for Brexit 
and that ‘Some ideas are so stupid that only the uneducated can believe them.’ 

                                                           
4
 To be fair, Leave also struggled to explain why their life would be magically improved by leaving it.  



Remainers pointed out all the badly spelt signs at Leave protests. Spelling mistakes? 
How on earth were these people allowed to even breed?  

I hadn’t been aware that it was a requirement for voters to be able to spell 
correctly (it’s worth remembering that at the time mass suffrage was rolled out many 
unschooled working class voters were functionally illiterate). Yet if there was any 
sustained criticism of Leave voters, it was the conviction that we couldn’t trust voting to 
the uneducated. Endless mockery was made of Leavers’ signs at subsequent protests 
(‘Can’t place an apostrophe? I’m afraid that proves you’re not worthy of democratic 
rights’). It was worth asking where that might leave some of my dyslexic friends; should 
my wonderful and witty mixed-race pal from Hulme, who voted Remain, be allowed the 
franchise too because she struggles with commas?  

The way much of this IQ snobbery actually expresses itself tends to boil down to 
the more light-hearted spectacle smart-arses lecturing people with facts and figures, 
such as LBC Radio’s James ’o Brien smashing world smugness records by challenging 
Leave voters to ‘name a piece of legislation’ – as if nobody should be allowed a vote who 
displayed anything less than granular knowledge of post-Maastricht EU legislation. But 
people like ‘O Brien are really symptoms of a much deeper trend. Some have even talked 
of  new ‘cognitive elite’ who benignly rule by means of statistics, consultancies and think 
tanks; it’s worth noting that as late as 1948 university graduates were granted an extra 
vote (a reward for all the hard labour they’d put in brushing up on Restoration poetry 
on the Balliol college lawn).  

Are we really under the thumb of a cognitive elite? It’s certainly true that 
university attendance is increasingly a far better guide to attitude and voting choice 
than class position. The class system has been replaced by the cognitive system, say 
some, splitting the country clean down the middle: the EU referendum delivered 
roughly a 50/50 result in 2016, with just 52% – or, as Leavers described it at the time, 
‘an overwhelming majority’ – going to Leave. This makes it increasingly difficult for 
anybody to claim they really represent the people (although it doesn’t seem to stop 
them doing so). But it’s also a useful window into a new kind of class divide – one which 
is overturning old notions of rural Tory shires and gritty working class cities by 
replacing the old question of ‘what do you do’ with the even more urgent divider of 
whether you spent three years living off undercooked pasta while sampling 
psychoactive substances on a new build campus.  

It was Blair’s fault. I was back to that 1997 victory again: everyone would go to 
university, Blair declared in the glow of his triumph. Everyone! (while turning aside and 
clearing his throat to remind everyone that they’d also be abolishing maintenance 
grants). This was the beginning of the massive expansion of what might loosely be 
called the ‘knowledge economy’: campuses, arts centres, bare-brick museum gift shops, 
cappuccinos, underpaid waiting staff with Visual Arts MAs, men with carefully-curated 
beards replacing boring old industrial economies with important new jobs like Social 
Media Engagement Push Engineer.  

New teams went out spreading Vibrancy everywhere. There was so much 
Vibrancy you could barely move. It wasn’t hard to see the how the divide between 
urban centres and struggling towns was laid. University cities had money pumped into 



them as the new ‘creative hubs’ and ‘silicon corridors’, while former coal towns across 
Britain were rewarded with a heritage museum so that the ex-miner who’d once formed 
a proud part of a pit community could now earn minimum wage one morning a week 
greeting a coach-load of bored Year 9s. Art galleries like Tate Liverpool were erected to 
make up for the failing local economies (‘Forget your fear of job closures – now you get 
to see the latest Marina Abramovic’) while old council estates were torn down to make 
way for a choice of luxury flats or luxury flats. Every new apartment block made tasteful 
nods to their industrial heritage by including a bit of sunken anchor for the highly-paid 
incomers to walk past on their way to the Carluccio’s.  

Looking back, there now seems something almost pathological about this 
attempt to transform cities. The descendents of the dockers, miners and mill-workers 
found themselves hastily pushed to the margins as ‘urban renewal’ became the planning 
watchword. Godfather of the Creative Economy, the ‘thought leader’ Richard Florida 
was paid obscene amounts of money to address cities on how they could empty 
themselves of pram-pushing council families and replace them with digital 
entrepreneurs with facial hair out of a Victorian steampunk graphic novel. Noticing the 
link between gay men and the rise of high tech industries, Florida even proposed 
ranking systems to rate cities by a ‘Gay index,’ ‘Bohemian index’ or ‘Diversity index’. One 
could get the impression that all you really needed to do when confronted with Britain’s 
post-industrial malaise was fly over in a cropsprayer and release a few gay men in 
parachutes to see loft conversions and maker spaces sprouting up out of the wasteland 
like roses within a year.  

‘The super-creative core of this new class includes scientists and engineers, 
university professors, poets and novelists, artists, entertainers, actors, designers, and 
architects, as well as the ‘thought leadership’ of modern society: nonfiction writers, 
editors, cultural figures, think-tank researchers, analysts, and other opinion-makers,’ 
wrote Florida. And how had we ever survived without them?  

Nothing could stop the knowledge economy. Technical colleges that had 
previously specialised in the best way to batter a fish-finger were now storied centres of 
Higher Education. Employers at Gregg’s now demanded that you were educated up to at 
least Masters level in Media Studies to be able to re-heat a vegetable pasty. The proctor 
at Cambridge University worried that their colleges might be challenged by high-status 
new degrees like David Beckham Studies while admissions officers at Deloitte scratched 
their heads at how they’d ever be able to distinguish between someone with a first from 
Oxford or a Media Studies graduate from the East Lancashire University of Dentistry 
and Hairdressing.  

I couldn’t help thinking that in many ways we were now sewing the 
consequences. The massive expansion of Higher Education hadn’t created a classless 
society, but it had led to a massive expansion of smart-arses. Links were posted. Articles 
quoted. Whereas once the liberal left had traipsed off to Spain to fight fascists, now they 
fought fake news on a Southampton council estate. Militias of middle class people 
bravely sought to banish the demons of factual inaccuracies armed with nothing more 
than a comfortable family background and a tweet from someone who wrote for the 
Economist. Big Data went head to head with Little England. We’d fight them on the seas, 
we’d fight them on the stats...  



It was, of course, totally coincidental that many of the most passionate 
Remainers were people who worked in knowledge economy jobs that tended to benefit 
from closer integration with Europe; they were merely representing the forces of Truth 
over the dark potential of misleading slogans written on the side of buses. Who were 
these people to complain they felt ‘alienated’ or ‘left behind’ when national productivity 
rates had shown a marginal improvement over the last two decades? (‘Have you heard, 
Marj?’ the joyous ex-coal-miner called up to his wife. ‘The nice man here says that 
income relative to GDP remained steady throughout the last few fiscal terms. Perhaps 
it’s not too late to reverse our vote to leave the European Union.’) 

There was something rather aloof about all this – a sense that any working class 
community could be cured of their idiotic convictions as long as you crop-sprayed them 
with enough data. Of course it’s true that far less Leave voters had been to university, 
just as far less Trump voters had gone to college in the US. But so what? Many people 
simply never had the chance to go to university (‘Sorry mum, it’s essential that I live in 
expensive private accommodation and get drunk over Pot Noodles for three years – 
how else will I learn how to fit into the labour market?’). To reduce ‘educated’ to having 
a degree is a gross simplification; what about studying part-time, vocational courses or 
business training, or learning on the job? What about being self-taught?  

Sure, in the age of the internet, ‘self-taught’ can mean anything from diligently 
following an Open University course to spending one’s time reading White Supremacist 
blogs on Reddit. But if an autodidact spent their evenings sifting through library books, 
Wikipedia articles and the odd online conspiracy theory – and frankly, with my exciting 
life I have to struggle to even picture such a person – would that really be less of an 
achievement than a lazy youngster from a comfortable background who coasted 
through  years of drug-induced lethargy on a Media Studies BA at Sussex? For some 
‘education’ is simply an extended booze cruise and an excuse to engage in appalling 
antisocial behaviour. Ask the Prime Minister.  

In other words, we should be very careful about sneering at people without 
degrees. ‘But darling, they can’t spell!’ can quickly shade into mocking someone who 
didn’t have the chance to go to university – a cleaner, a carer, a nurse. If you think it’s 
fair to mock the disadvantaged for not having as many opportunities as you did, then 
perhaps you need to stop calling yourself leftwing and embrace Plato’s semi-fascistic 
dystopia of a society ruled by educated elites. Or just vote Liberal Democrat.  

Perhaps inevitably, public patience began to wane. As 2016 drew to a close, 
Leave voters asked why Brexit hadn’t happened. As 2017 drew to a close, Leave voters 
asked why Brexit still hadn’t happened. As 2018 drew to a close, Leave voters asked 
why Brexit still hadn’t happened. As 2019 drew to a close – well, then we had an 
election, and we know what happened. But as I watched the marches, read the 
approving reports in the left leaning media, surveyed the dogs with placards posting 
their pictures on Instagram, I couldn’t help feeling a little confused. The dogs might be 
sure of their political objections to Brexit, but I wasn’t sure that the rest of Britain was. 
Everybody seemed to think this was a victory for democracy, for the ‘people’. But hadn’t 
17.4 million people also voted for Brexit? That was around a quarter of the population. 
Did they not count?  



The people behind the ‘People’s Vote’ (which people?) were ignoring the fact that 
the turnout in this referendum had been huge. In fact it went further than huge. The 
Referendum was the largest democratic turnout in a generation. Large numbers of 
people voted who hadn’t voted before – in a society which has been bemoaning lack of 
voter engagement for decades. Why was something dedicated to overturning something 
the majority of the people had voted for calling itself the ‘People’s Vote’?   

Perhaps, though, for many these people didn’t actually count as ‘the people’. The 
kind of people who’d voted for Leave didn’t tend to live in cool, diverse, economically 
successful cities like London. Instead they often grew up in places like I had: peripheral 
towns dotted around the margins of the country’s power-centres, along the coastline, 
into the north, along the pylon-scarred landscapes of what used to be industrial Britain. 
In amongst all the cheering and the placards, the endless parades of cool celebrities, 
who gave the slightest toss what they thought.  

 

* 

 

I did. Over the last few years I’ve made a special effort, wherever possible, to find out 
what people from struggling areas really do think about the issues affecting them. On a 
journey through the Welsh valleys recently I happened to make a stop at a town called 
Ebbw Vale. A former steel town of 18,000 people in the heart of the Welsh valleys, I’d 
heard about Ebbw Vale when it briefly became notorious after the Brexit referendum 
for being the Welsh town with the highest Leave vote – 62% of the population – in 
Wales. What was odd about this was that Ebbw Vale and its surrounding towns had 
been showered with money by the EU for decades.  

 The town was nestled in the beautiful countryside of the Valleys – all winding 
little gorges and quaint little roads slicing impossible hills; buses that take several hours 
to get from one pub to the next; flat-roofed bungalows perched on top of hillsides in 
order to get the best of the oncoming rain. ‘With big green spaces that are perfect for 
walking and mountain biking, the South Wales Valleys are packed with things to see and 
do and we do events particularly well,’ says the official tourism website, above pictures 
of closed-down factories. 

 ‘It’s alright,’ said the friendly bloke in the library when I talked to him about the 
town. ‘It’s got its problems, I guess.’ He cleared his throat. ‘The countryside’s nice.’  

I agreed. The town centre seemed okay, in a faded sort of way, but once you got 
down to the steelworks – the biggest in Europe at one point – that you realised that not 
all was well. The jobs seemed to have disappeared down an enormous hole. This isn’t a 
metaphor; they’d literally disappeared down an enormous hole. You could see it, pretty 
filling the valley.  

The main problem with the steelworks was that there was no steelworks. It had 
vanished. Instead was just a toxic industrial wasteland left rotting after the plant finally 
downed tools in 2002. And in its place? Well, further up you could find “The Works” – a 
flagship £350m regeneration project funded by the EU redevelopment fund, and a busy 



leisure centre and sixth-form college. The European Social Fund had paid for 29,000 
Welsh apprenticeships here. In fact Ebbw Vale – just one of the many Valleys towns to 
face the 21st century in economic devastation – has had more European money poured 
into it than perhaps any other small town in Britain. So, here was the question all these 
nice people were asking themselves: why weren’t they grateful?  

I headed off to see the results.  

The first shiner was a big shiny statue of a dragon in the town square, along with 
some cool looking murals of miners in the usual nod to ‘industry’ familiar to anyone 
who lives in a place with no industry. But it was down in the steel valley that the most 
famous of the EU’s contributions could be found. 

The ‘Ebbw Vale cable car’ – an attraction you’re unlikely to find any time soon on 
the Blaenau Gwent tourist website – was opened in 2015 to connect the site of the old 
steelworks to the town centre. Actually, it’s not really a cable car. It’s more like a 
massive lift on rails which briefly takes you up a steep slope to spare you the indignity 
of a couple of minutes’ climbing some steps. The entire site was deserted when I turned 
up; a single worker in a little booth watched me disinterestedly as he scrolled through 
his phone. The cabin door closed, and it farted its way up the hill briefly before 
depositing me at the top, on the edge of a road. The experience was that of going from 
somewhere I didn’t really want to be to somewhere else I didn’t really want to be. It was 
now easier than ever to get down to the valley to see the empty hole, so at least all the 
pensioners could have a smooth ride to see empty valley that once employed them. It 
was hard to see how this was going to revitalize the local economy.  

In fact it hadn’t. The lift – which costs £52,000 a year to run apparently – had to 
be stopped 252 times from 2015-17 due to vandalism. The picture was similar 
throughout the South Wales Valleys: showers of money from various funds, all proudly 
displaying their EU logos, had failed to do much more than build ski-lifts and vanity 
projects. ‘Want a job? Don't live in Merthyr Tydfil,’ warned a Guardian headline from 
2011. A decade on a woman who had voted for Nigel Farage’s Brexit party explained her 
decision on the grounds that her town was “the same as it’s always been, so that’s why 
we need a change”.viii  

How could jobless South Wales possibly vote for Leave when Brussels had paid 
for a lift that goes nowhere and a stainless steel dragon? Didn’t they appreciate it all? 
Armies of people online – academics, economists, journalists, statisticians – were more 
than happy to remind these people of how much the Single Market and the investment it 
brought was a rising tide that lifted all boats (and cable cars).  

But would abstract generalizations really make up for all this? Was it enough to 
know, for example, that Britain has the 5th largest economy in the world if the majority 
of regions experience GDP per capita below the European average? That EU 
membership had coincided with a steady decrease in the national jobless totals since 
the 19080s even while the workers of these valleys saw their mines and plants close?  

It’s worth remembering that many were old enough to remember the original 
vote to join the precursor to the EU, the EC, in 1975; in place of the economic uplift 
promised them, all they’d seen in subsequent decades was the closure of just about 
every industry around them. The economic ‘miracle’ of the 1990s onwards – which in 



any case was often far from miraculous – concealed the fact that much of Britain’s 
economy now came from staggering sums being pumped in and out of the City of 
London. Output in the capital is currently eight times higher than it is in the Welsh 
Valleys. As for the younger voters, it was difficult to imagine they were going to be 
swayed by a dragon statue.  

I personally voted Remain, mainly because I wouldn’t even buy a 2nd hand car 
from the people leading the Leave campaign, let alone put them in charge of the future 
of the country. And frankly there was something jingoistic about their campaign that – 
with all the best will in the world – couldn’t help leaving me with the impression that 
mild xenophobia was lurking somewhere in here. Not only were adverts appearing 
featuring hordes of invading migrants, Leave’s positive campaigning seemed to be 
promising some kind of fairytale of rosy-cheeked maidens, affordable pints, leafy 
villages, tranquil church services and NHS hospitals magically sprouting on every street 
if we left the EU, a vision so utopian that you’d think King Arthur was about to 
personally rise from his tomb to sort out the budget deficit.  

But what had we offered instead? Where was the great plan from the left? A new 
economic theory called ‘post-capitalism’ (had we actually destroyed capitalism yet?) 
generally sounded more like a PhD thesis rather than a political movement, centring 
around a series of themes, among them the idea that a 21st century worker’s utopia 
would be achieved by something mysterious termed ‘Networked Youth’.  

Described broadly as a triangulation between ‘affinity spaces’, ‘public commons’ 
and ‘participatory culture’ix (I know – get used to this) Networked Youth are basically 
the new great hope of the left: breathlessly delivering pizza on a minimum wage job 
while they check their phone for Guardian updates; volunteering in a soup kitchen even 
as they download an app to warn guerrilla cyclists about potholes on a cool website; 
toppling dictators from Hong Kong to Cairo as they pause to retweet an anti-capitalist 
stencil by Banksy. Go youth!  

It all sounded pretty cool, but I couldn’t really see how much this was supposed 
to appeal to the pissed off people I was meeting on the doorstep in Tilbury – or even, 
quite frankly, the people in the giant Amazon warehouse. Some people talked of ‘Luxury 
Automated Communism’ as a strategy to tackle the problems of shrinking staff that hit 
container ports especially hard. It was lucky that someone had also automated the Job 
Centres or they’d never have been able to process all the new applications for 
Jobseeker’s Allowance.5 In reality of course none of this stuff seemed to amount to very 
much. In fact as a set of ideas they seemed to be downright disastrous. Labour swelled 
with nearly half a million Networked Youth who spent five years tweeting about how 
great they were while leading the party to near extinction. The warehouses, factories 
and ports of Britain might be automated but they weren’t very luxurious (and certainly 
not very Communist).  

Even our protests didn’t seem to have gone the way we wanted. Rather than 
diverse youthful left-wingers shaping the country, we’d ended up with pasty blokes 
carrying placards for Brexit protesting outside Westminster who looked like they’d 
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1883 book The Right To Be Lazy. As a rule, working class thinkers over the decades have called for better work 
while middle class ones have called for no work at all. Draw your own conclusions.  



spent the afternoon in Wetherspoons working off a couple of pints and a Full English. 
Ruddy, middle aged white blokes weren’t supposed to be the face of the revolution. 
They weren’t Networked Youth. They were Networked Gammons. 

And instead of Fully Automated Luxury Communism we had ‘Fully Automated 
Shitty Jobs’: zero hours care workers, shift-driven call centre workers, HGV drivers, all 
frequently working without even a whiff of sick pay, travel expenses, chances of 
promotion, maternity leave or – can you sense how luxurious this word now sounds? – a 
‘holiday’. One of the most memorable recent accounts of the gig economy is that of the 
journalist James Bloodworth, who from his time working in a Staffordshire Amazon 
warehouse records people being denied legal rests, timed on their toilet activity and 
even – to avoid pay-docking for daring to have bodily needs – peeing in bottles. It’s 
something to consider next time you click on the icon for next day delivery.  

In short, much of the reaction on the left betrays a worrying lack of sympathy 
and even understanding for the reality of many peoples’ lives around modern Britain: a 
failure to appreciate that, as Guardian journalist John Harris puts it, ‘Hull was once the 
home of thousands of dockers and trawlermen, that Middlesbrough was once a byword 
for steel and chemicals or that old mining areas are still brimming with a collective pain 
almost beyond articulation’. Of course there were new industries in those places too – 
call centres, distribution centres, Amazon warehouses, many virtuously pro-EU and 
keen to remind you of the fact – but it was difficult to see how the old worker’s pride of 
a Welsh valley mining community could be replaced by a Czech teenager doing a night 
shift with an electronic dog-collar around her neck in search of a Michael McIntyre box 
set.  

If you find a Welsh town which voted Brexit losing 5,000 jobs funny, then you 
really need to ask yourself whether you’re ‘leftwing’ or whether you might find a better 
home elsewhere (or perhaps that should be second home elsewhere). Yet instead of 
acknowledging much of this collective pain we seemed to do the opposite. Mainstream 
thinkers and journalists rounded on Leavers. Younger voters were given leader column 
space in national newspapers to slate Brexit as denying more ‘diverse’ voices. It was an 
interesting question how 17.4 million people weren’t diverse enough. New outfits like a 
magazine called ‘The European’ centred most of its commentary around the shock 
revelation that Michael Gove, Nigel Farage and Boris Johnson were not particularly 
wonderful people, something most of us had long concluded even before the 2016 
Referendum.  

In fact this new, glossy, revamped left seemed not only to defend but positively 
heroise the corporate world. From the head of the Bank of England to the chairman of 
Goldman Sachs, from the leader of the European Council to the chair of the IMF, it 
seemed that as long as they condemned Brexit these business leaders and CEOs were 
the new icons of the left. Forget all that stuff about how they’d forced Greece and Italy to 
the brink of extinction with their austerity loans. Leavers should shut up and listen to 
the nice capitalists. Of course lots was spoken about London as a centre of ‘openness’ 
and ‘tolerance’, as it always is – which is funny, because that was exactly what most of 
the people at Davos said. 

‘We are not an island ... We are part of something far, far bigger,’ said the ‘new 
Orwell’, Owen Jones, in one of his stirring public speeches. Wait, hang on – that was the 



slogan for the recent HSBC ad campaign. To be honest it hardly seemed to matter any 
longer.  

There seemed something particularly noxious about the idea that it was the 
people left behind by the EU who were now being sneered at. One Spanish activist (the 
kind pro-Remain liberals love) posted that she was travelling back to Britain to take part 
in a ‘Stop Brexit’ march ‘To fight against the fascist actions of the British government’. It 
was like Homage to Catalonia in reverse: instead of brave warriors travelling from 
Britain to Spain to fight actual fascists, they were coming in the other direction to 
declare ideological war on anyone who disagreed with the Common Market.  

I started this book with that awful, awful night in late 2019 when I listened to the 
left imploding. But if that night taught us anything – at least to those who are listening – 
it’s that being in a democracy means also listening to people you don’t agree with. 
Peoples’ votes count. Peoples’ voices count. You might not like the result of a vote (I 
didn’t) and you might not like the fact that the vote was held in the first place (I didn’t) 
and you might think that most of the leaders who sold us that vote are idiots (I do) – but 
it’s still the exercise of democracy. I used to associate the liberal left with having a 
commitment to democracy, even when things didn’t go your way. But there was 
something a little unsettling about the extent to which they obviously felt that a 
referendum in which many voters of all stripes – from nationalists to Marxists, trade 
unionists to single mothers in housing estates – had voted Leave.  

The liberal left’s favourite auntie Polly Toynbee wrote an article boldly 
predicting a Remain victory and declared that ‘I’m going to get my country back’ (there 
seemed to have been a bit of a mix-up, because Leavers were also convinced they were 
getting their country back as well; maybe when they’ve finished with it they can pass it 
back to Polly Toynbee). Labour MP David Lammy called Brexit an example ‘of 
resentment and prejudice reminiscent of 1930s Europe’. Is looking upon the masses as 
latent Nazis all that different from labelling them white trash? Best of all was the 
Foreign Policy headline that ran ‘It’s time for the elites to rise up against the ignorant 
masses’.x  

The only solution, it seemed, was to re-elect the voters.  

Who could trust ‘the people’ any longer if the people were determined to make 
the wrong decisions? Books and articles emerged on the left recommending that we 
actually roll back democracy – that free elections were too dangerous if they might 
result in someone like Trump getting elected.   

‘Democracy is in crisis,’ wrote the economist and author of Edge of Chaos, 
Dambisa Moyo. ‘Why not give all voters a test of their knowledge? This would ensure 
minimum standards that should lead to higher-quality decision-making by the 
electorate.’ There were quite a few books in a similar vein, such as Against Elections: the 
Case for Democracy by David Van Reybrouck or Against Democracy by Jason Brennan. To 
skim these titles you’d think that the worst thing afflicting western democratic 
civilization was democracy. One was called The People vs Democracy: Why Our Freedom 
Is in Danger & How to Save It. I’d always assumed that the people were democracy, but 
apparently not. The People vs Democracy was initially published by Harvard for £21.95, 
so I wasn’t sure which section of the people it was actually aimed at. All in all it seemed 
the only way to ensure high quality democracy was to stop people voting. 



Actually they already had. One of the prominent trends of the 2000s – the era 
when European liberalism was supposedly leading the way to a better world – was the 
increasing disaffection of a large part of society from any political party. This 
demographic often overlapped with people from forgotten towns, perhaps unemployed, 
perhaps chronically sick. Was it really a good thing that these people were shut out? In 
what way was that a healthy democracy? The vote for Brexit energized a huge number 
of people to vote for the first time (it was the largest turnout in UK history). Should 17 
million of them be called ‘fascists’?   

There was something horrifically puritanical about all this – a belief that they, the 
voice of liberal London, represented the country and that any other opinions were 
illegitimate by default. In fact had they travelled a few stops east or west they might 
have seen the grim migrant bedsits that told a rather different story about the capital; 
had they talked to Asian communities in Southall or Pinner they might have noted that 
many immigrants also voted for Brexit, and that even within their own walled liberal 
citadel – surrounded by trolls! – they were far from an outright majority.6  

But there was little of that. On parts of the left the idea of ‘populist’ began to be 
bandied around as if it were a slightly toxic, possibly even dangerous thing – as if 
wanting to win an election was frankly a bit of a degenerate act. There’s been something 
rather vague and disingenuous about the way this label has been applied in recent 
years; if you’re a rightwing leader and try to appeal to lots of voters, apparently, you’re 
‘populist’. Heaven forbid you might actually be elected. Should politicians try not to 
appeal to lots of voters? (To be fair, that does seem to currently be the strategy of 
leftwing parties in the US and UK). The same thrust of argument emerged in the debate 
over ‘experts’. The electorate couldn’t be trusted, we were told, because the public were 
sick of experts. How did we know? Because Michael Gove said so – and it was difficult to 
imagine a more representative voice of the ordinary man the Oxbridge-educated 
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster.  

Were we really sick of experts? Did a rise in anti-vaccination conspiracy theories 
really mean that the public had rejected expertise? Were people performing complex 
surgical operations in their living rooms and learning to fly Boeing 767s because they 
didn’t trust doctors or pilots any longer? As usual there was something more than a 
little one-sided about the debate – it couldn’t have been complete coincidence that many 
of the people defending experts were also people paid to be experts. Was it really the 
fact that the EU was full of dreaded ‘experts’ that put people off it, or the fact that it was 
staffed by unelected Eurocrats?  

Trump and Brexit had been caused by people who put ‘feelings before facts’, we 
were told. Yet the same people lavished praise when a 16-year old school pupil with no 
formal training in climate science made sweeping pronouncements about the future of 
Planet Earth. When academics and high-ranking journalists claimed that democracy was 
under threat because people were turning away from scientific authority or the 
mainstream media, it was hard to work out whether it was actually democracy itself 
under threat, or the wages of academics and high-ranking journalists. 
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voters judge those who vote differently in a negative light, as compared to 19 per cent of Conservative voters 
– rather undercutting the idea that liberals who preach tolerance are themselves necessarily tolerant.  



It’s telling indeed that someone who goes on about ‘democracy’ a lot now carries 
overtones of being right rather than left-wing. That, frankly, is incredible. And 
saddening. Do we only care about democracy when it’s students in Hong Kong asking 
for independence from mainland China or cool Barcelona from conservative Madrid – 
and not council estate voters in Preston voting for more sovereignty in the form of 
independence from the European Union. Why not? Didn’t they have a voice too?  Was 
this really the gateway towards the rise of the far right simply because people wanted to 
leave a trading bloc? 

The very definition of what it meant to be on the left seemed to be shifting 
beneath my feet. I’d always assumed we in general opposed the power of large banks 
and corporations. Yet that no longer seemed to be true. If a major corporation wanted to 
pay lower wages by downsizing to Bulgaria but wanted to avoid the stigma of job 
sacking staff, all it needed to do was blame its decision on Brexit and a swathe of the 
liberal left would pour gushing sympathy on it. Leftwingers defending job-slashing 
corporations? Now that really is a turnaround. In fact this new, glossy, revamped left 
seemed not only to defend but positively heroise the corporate world. From the head of 
the Bank of England to the chairman of Goldman Sachs, from the leader of the European 
Council to the chair of the IMF, it seemed that as long as they condemned Brexit these 
business leaders and CEOs were the new icons of the left. Forget all that stuff about how 
they’d forced Greece and Italy to the brink of extinction with their austerity loans. 
Leavers should shut up and listen to the nice capitalists.  

There really was something breathtaking about it all. Almost overnight, people 
who’d gone from protesting free trade alliances reverted to campaigning for free trade 
alliances. I had friends on the left who’d attended every anti-globalization march on the 
planet, protested every free trade deal under the sun and could slip the word 
‘neoliberal’ into a discussion about buying a bottle of Toilet Duck. Now they rushed to 
endorse every pronouncement by the Bank of England or the heads of FTSE 500 
companies on what a disaster Brexit as if they were quotes from the Communist 
Manifesto.  

Were our new heroes on the left top financiers, billionaires and the CEOs of 
international banks simply because they also didn’t want Brexit? During the 2016 
campaign a poster was wheeled out featuring the hundreds of ‘objective’ experts who 
advised against leaving the EU – including the entirely impartial, down-to-earth hero of 
the people Christine Lagarde, who was then heading the International Monetary Fund. If 
you’re not in the loop, the International Monetary Fund is a kind of global payday lender 
to stricken countries – injecting cash into the national coffers in return for ‘sensible’ and 
‘rational’ economic agendas like closing half the schools and hospitals. The left had 
spent the last two decades noisily protesting it. Was Christine Lagarde suddenly a hero 
now? Were we supposed to tear down our Che Guevara posters and replace them with 
the HSBC logo?  

What on earth was happening?  

To put any of this down to simplistic hypocrisy is unwise (although it struck me 
that it probably wasn’t a complete coincidence that wealthy families in leafy, cool cities 
that enjoyed extremely cheap childcare from Latvian nannies and coffees served by 
Romanian baristas should be so strongly pro-Remain). I doubt few Remainers directly 



assessed the market rate for Latvian nannies before making the decision, just as I doubt 
that Leavers made up their mind after a poster of swarming migrants; but it’s fair to say 
that all these things were probably in the mix.  

So where did that old priority of the left – the ‘working class’ fit into this? If they 
were so determined to have their own opinions, if they were so determined to vote for 
the ‘wrong’ things, what was the point of bothering with them any longer?  

The last forty years since Thatcher took power until the present day is 
sometimes characterised as the era when the left lost the working classes. But the truth 
is that some of us weren’t turning our backs on them. Some of us were trying to become 
them.  

 

  



 

 

** 

 

We’re All Working Class Now 

 

How the Left Went Slumming  

 

 

 

 

‘Watch your step,’ Allie warned me. 

I tiptoed gingerly on the damp gangway as I edged towards the boat. The smell of 
the Thames – grot, mud, dislodged condoms – wafted over the waves. We were on a 
little gantry that looked like it had been constructed from old dustbin lids and I wasn’t 
at all sure about its overall safety. Beneath us the Thames was a London brown and 
filled with city gunk: old gum wrappers, brackish scum, working class people, cement 
dust from recently-torn-down social housing. The whole thing creaked unnervingly in 
the wind.  

 I was on the track of the liberal elite.  

We’d all got used to hearing this phrase recently. It was trotted out regularly by 
the Vote Leave crowd to suggest that anyone who thought there were also some good 
things about the EU was a latte-slurping ‘citizen of nowhere’ who spent their time 
nibbling avocado toast served off the naked backs of unemployed Sheffield 
steelworkers. ‘Experts’, we were told, were the enemies of the people – as if reading lots 
of books on a subject suddenly rendered one a subversive attempting to smuggle the 
overthrow of society by reposting a Guardian article. The liberal elite. You could just 
picture them, couldn’t you? Baking cupcakes for Syrian migrant charity raffles from 
behind mortar-proof trenches fashioned from back-issues of the London Review of 
Books; riding fixed-wheel BMXs made of sourdough to their jobs in the BBC as they 
siphoned off generous arts grants for an art project defacing a giant Union Jack with 
Pride logos and used tampons. Those liberal elites! Thank God we had ordinary, 
hardworking millionaires and wealthy tabloid columnists to draw attention to them.  

For some reason the ‘liberal elite’ slur had become particularly venomous at the 
time around the Brexit vote. I’d heard endlessly about this lucky new layer of society 
enjoying endless middle class luxury in a state-funded citadel and protected from reality 
by a bulletproof layer of academic grants, research money, EU funding, Guardian articles 
and single-stem broccoli. It sounded good to me. Could I join it, I wondered?  



The two friends who best seemed to fit the description of ‘liberal elite’ were 
Mark and Allie, both currently living in London, so I set off to find out.  

Mark and Allie were both from humble backgrounds but immeasurably younger, 
better looking and more successful than me, which I tried to forgive them for. Currently 
working as researchers in a variety of think-tank and local council roles for shrug-of-
the-shoulder salaries, they operated at a nexus of other young professional Londoners: 
social media tweakers and Javascript Ninjas; ‘self-unemployed’ academics and 3rd Sector 
compliance officers; media content gimps and bedroom money traders, and more, and 
more – a giant Twitter-friendly army, all renting houseboats and sofa surfing and 
sleeping in box-rooms to cut costs. 

‘You really do need to watch your step,’ Allie warned me again as we wobbled 
precariously past a load of bikes.  

I have to say the liberal elite wasn’t quite as elite as I’d expected. Allie had found 
a desirable riverside location to cut down on costs, but this was to use the word 
‘riverside’ in an elastic, estate agent kind of way. This accommodation wasn’t just on the 
river. It was in the river. Allie had somehow got wind of the fact that if you lived on a 
houseboat you didn’t have to pay council tax – the local council doesn’t build any roads 
or collect any bins in the middle of the Thames – and thus it was incredibly cheap by 
London standards (and therefore almost affordable to everybody else).  

 ‘Down here,’ Allie told me, squeezing herself down into a small hatch.  

The houseboat was a co-op houseshare – or rather a co-op boatshare – and the 
others were a kind of 21st century equivalent of William Morris’ Socialist League. One 
man hid an Oxbridge accent behind an aggressive beard. Another boy with model good 
looks slid by to lift an incredibly thin mountain bike where it seemed to dangle from a 
coat hanger and disappeared into the night to meet his boyfriend. A woman said she 
worked in gaming. A massive stove warmed a cosy ‘front room’ – massive cushions on 
an oceanic sofa; Mayakovski posters with Bolshevik slogans. Even the mice were nice. 
There were three times as many bikes as people.  

‘This is the communal area,’ Allie explained. ‘And if you squeeze in a bit...’  

She squeezed herself down into an even smaller hatch. I squeezed in behind her. 
Grunting slightly, we emerged into a space so small that at first I assumed it must be a 
bilge pipe, or perhaps the rubbish chute or a small storage cupboard. It was only as I 
noticed the little mattress of a bed on a raised platform that I realised it was actually her 
bedroom.  

‘Winters,’ Allie admitted, ‘can be a little tough.’   

This wasn’t an accommodation. It was an accommodation to the fact that there 
wasn’t any accommodation. So this was the liberal elite – millennials with chattering 
teeth pulling an electric blanket over them to block out the damp. So much for growing 
organic veg in the handsome gardens of an Edwardian pile in Hampstead while 
engaging in athletic gender-fluid sex. The only fluidity here was in the bilge-pump.  

I knew loads of people like Mark and Allie, renting tiny rooms and do insecure 
jobs and come from modest backgrounds and struggling to get by in the punishingly 



expensive capital. I used to do it myself. The last time I lived in London I rented a room 
in a tiny house on a smog-choked road in Newham from a struggling Indian family. Oh, 
the elitism of these liberal elites! If we were anything to by, there were lots more of us – 
millions, perhaps, across the rich world, all filling our little niches in some satellite of 
the knowledge economy – creative economy, tech, academe. Maybe we were part of that 
cognitive elite – just without much of the perks of elitism. We weren’t exactly the Jet Set. 
We were more like the EasyJet Set. 

The summer afterwards the chemical toilet on the boat broke.  

Later on that night, unable to sleep, I got up from the comfy sofa behind the stove 
where I’d been socializing with mice all night and decided to have a look up on deck. 
The wind whipped low across the Thames as I shuffled my way onto deck, each step 
creaking as I ascended. London glittered and glimmered. The luxury flats lining the 
banks fanned out in a sweep as a Constable river gazed back: glowering clouds and 
whips of rain as the dawn clouds broke over the old bridge; the glint of glass between 
the relics of St. Paul’s and the Tower. Above soared gleaming City skyscrapers packed 
with honest, down-to-earth millionaire traders like Nigel Farage and their honest, 
down-to-earth millionaire friends in Westminster. Down here the liberal elites shivered 
in our houseboats.  

Clearly, it seemed to me, not all of us deserved the term ‘elite’. But I also 
wondered how far in the other direction it was fair to go. We had university educations 
and the opportunities to get good jobs, after all, and if we saved for the next 30 years we 
might just be able to get a deposit on a two-bedroom flat in east Dagenham. And yet 
since 2011 and the Occupy! protests – when university educated kids camped out to 
protest the wealth inequality that had paid for their university courses – I’d been 
hearing a new kind of language being used to describe us: the precariat. The Labour 
Party under Jeremy Corbyn had talked about us. We, apparently, were the ‘99%’. 

Were we boat dwellers and room-renters really ‘working class?’ What did that 
even mean any more?  

 

* 

 

When I came to study in London in 2000 it was already a far cry from the Big Smoke of 
legend – or even from the strike-ridden, rubbish-strewn, 3-day week capital my dad had 
found when he came to study there in the ‘70s. By 2000 London was transformed. The 
Bethnal Green Working Men’s Club wasn’t for working men any more, it was for spoken 
word shows and electro nights. The greasy spoons had cleaned their spoons. A set of 
traditional working class pursuits – boxing, working men’s clubs, body-building, street 
food, fish and chips – migrated from the concrete towerblock to the leafy suburbs of 
Hoxton and beyond.  

And it wasn’t only happening in London. All over the country a swathe of 
proletarian life has become gentrified and given ‘taste the difference’ upgrades. The 
street markets still stood, but instead of selling packs of ten bath sponges for £1, they 
sold one pack of artisanal cheese for £10. The cafes flogged Flat Whites instead of frothy 



coffee and the customers didn’t smoke their way through The Sun any more but scrolled 
Facebook for updates. Busses were filled with teenagers starting social enterprises from 
their phone. The ‘Shoreditchification’ of London went one better than Harold Wilson’s 
old line about the ‘White Heat of Technology’. It was the Flat White Heat of Technology. 

 But we weren’t just updating and taking over working class culture. All of this 
was part of a wider trend towards taking over the meaning of ‘working class’ itself. If 
the political left had been haemorrhaging support among working class voters for years, 
the thinking went, who was going to replace them?  

The answer was: we were. We were all working class now! It was like Blair in 
reverse. Look at all the young couples who now struggled to buy in central London! 
Look at all the Journalism degree graduates who now had to do copyrighting for shitty 
ad companies! A whole new plethora of protest movements and platforms emerged to 
outline our plight. Labour snapped us up. We were the 99%. The Many. I’d always felt 
vaguely guilty that I grew up in a household with books and a piano in a corner in a 
town where many didn’t – but I needn’t have worried! It turns out I was the victim all 
along.  

I certainly liked the sound of this. Frankly I certainly looked like I’d suffered 
economically. I bought most of my clothes from charity shops and still hadn’t managed 
to locate a comb since my last proper job interview six years ago (perhaps the only 
thing me and Boris Johnson had in common). Still, there was a part of me that wondered 
if it was really fair to compare myself to a 70-year old ex-miner slowly dying of 
emphysema in Newcastle, or a family on the waiting list for housing that were gritting it 
out in appalling temporary accommodation at the hands of exploitative landlords, just 
because it wasn’t as easy for me to get a paying job in journalism as it had been for my 
dad’s generation. Moreover, perhaps some of this was partly down to my lack of effort 
to ever secure a proper career – leaving me ‘self-unemployed’ (‘Funemployed’, I’d say at 
parties) and rooting between various bullshit jobs.   

Of course there’s a lot of truth in the idea that a new ‘precariat’ forms a kind of 
class in itself – the zero hours contracts familiar to Deliveroo drivers are increasingly 
familiar to a new wave of journalists, law graduates, advertising workers and university 
adjuncts. The ‘gig economy’ isn’t just healthy young Deliveroo drivers breathlessly 
risking a four-lane dual carriageway to make sure you get your Feta salad in time; it 
includes carers, call centre workers and all sorts of other sectors too, all of which have 
been endlessly exposed by their workers for their often horrendous work practices like 
denying breaks, overtime or even rights for pregnant women. And it is true that a fit 22 
year-old Deliveroo rider renting a bedroom in a shared house in Clapham is now 
materially poorer than an ex-miner in Darlington or Redcar who managed to purchase 
their property (the latter is more likely to have contracted chronic conditions like 
miner’s lung, but the former is more likely to end up flattened on the pavement beneath 
a passing bus, so things probably work out roughly equal).  

But there were assumptions here I didn’t like. Quite frankly, there are huge 
problems about what ‘working class’ – a term that still evokes soot-faced men gazing 
glumly into a closed pit beneath a framed oil painting of Arthur Scargill – actually 
means. For a start, the blokey connotations are bang out of date. Even in the industrial 
heyday much mill and factory work was done by women (much of it invisible, as with 
the armies of female piece workers currently injecting ‘value added’ into the textile 



industry). The service economy has expanded but there’s always been cafe staff, 
waiters, sommeliers and the like. And even much of today’s underpaid work is far more 
feminine than we think. Think of all the train staff who are called on to perform various 
forms of caring (admittedly not always with much enthusiasm): helping old people, 
lifting wheelchairs, taking care of lost kids, even though they and the people who draw 
up work charts would never class them as ‘carers’. Among the casual jobs in my 
university days were roles I frankly wouldn’t really know how to classify. I remember 
being minibussed with a dozen mostly black teenagers to stand in the freezing rain in a 
high-vis at Ascot; were we ‘working class?’ None of the other workers used terms like 
that. Politics was rarely discussed. The idea of any class solidarity between them was 
undermined by the fact you rarely saw the same people on shift. The savvy ones made 
friends with the managers and got jobs in the office. 

Even some of the jobs that used to have ‘working class’ connotations have now – 
in an age when property prices have created massive new industries to catch the drips 
from the expanding bubble – started to become rather highly valued. Should a plumber 
with 15 years of extremely technical skills and experience with a mortgage, transport 
and a healthy local business be called ‘working class’ when they’re a stronger player in 
the labour market than a kid with a PhD in Structuralist Theory? Perhaps there’s a 
certain inevitability in the fact that politics at the electoral level is now being dictated 
more by ‘white van man’ (or ‘white van woman’) than it is by people with Post-Docs. In 
an economy based on personal accumulation, then people in the accumulation industry 
– everything from private landlords to painters & decorators, from estate agents to Sun-
reading brickies – have more of a role to play than an expert in Marxist theory.  

Even as we watched the results unfold, tabloid columnists were already dipping 
their poisoned pens. We in the left had deserted the working class, ran the general 
consensus. Commentators from the right smugly concluded that we should finally, after 
a century of fighting, abandon leftwing ideas altogether and start listening to the ‘real 
people’ whose voices were apparently expressed by libertarian American thinktanks 
funded by billionaires. ‘Working Class Don’t Want Your Pity,’ sneered the journalist 
Melanie Phillips after the result. (How did Melanie Phillips know what the working 
classes wanted? I wondered).  

Was it ‘pity’ to try and give working parents a little bit of help? Were 
disadvantaged people rising up to reject the benefits they were currently claiming? I 
couldn’t see what was so insulting to people about attempting to lower the cost of 
public transport or make the tax system a bit fairer to poorer people. Would the elderly 
disabled person throw that mobility scooter back in the state’s face and refuse to use it 
because it was patronizing?  

In fact it struck me as complete and utter nonsense that the country has 
suddenly lost interest in a welfare state. If so, why did the Brexit campaign make the 
NHS the bedrock of their sloganeering? Why did the Tories make a ton of noise about a 
fairer society in its run-up to the election? In fact – and I realise that I could be accused 
of reality-denial here given the result – there was plenty of evidence that Labour’s 
policies were actually pretty popular. A poll published by the Legatum Institute and 
Populus found that voters supported public ownership of the UK’s water (83 per cent), 
electricity (77 per cent), gas (77 per cent) and railways (76 per cent) while a majority of 



voters supported policies such as higher taxation of top-earners and a £10 minimum 
wage.xi   

So, was Labour the party of the working class? It all depended on what you 
meant by ‘working class’. If ‘working class’ meant a cloth-capped worker in a unionized 
factory job, or a dinner lady in a cash-starved Secondary Modern, then Labour was the 
party of the working class. If on the other hand ‘working class’ meant a Romanian doing 
a night-shift in an ASOS factory, or a struggling 20-year-old student doing a Deliveroo 
gig part-time to pay their tuition fees – or even a part-time academic employed by that 
university on a zero-hours contract – then Labour was the party of the working class.  

This was a bit odd, because if anything the evidence suggested that our policies 
not only still mattered but were actually pretty good. How do we know? Well, because 
the right have continually nicked them. During the 2019 general election Tories seemed 
to be out-competing Labour to sound like Labour, raising the tax threshold, maintaining 
minimum wage, removing tax breaks for landlords. And yet almost every plank of this 
new ‘One Nation’ brand came not from traditional conservative thinking but from us. 
Taxing the rich? That was us. Minimum wage? Tony Blair. Even the more expansive stuff 
– investment in the North, a focus on new tech, reinvention of industry – went back not 
to Margaret Thatcher (whose contribution to the North was to close most of it down) 
but Labour leaders like Harold Wilson back in the ‘60s. 

 And that was just the economy. In the realm of culture you couldn’t even begin 
to calculate how much of the daily liberties we now take for granted had originally come 
from a left that wouldn’t sit down and be quiet. Causes considered hippy preoccupations 
just a generation ago – gay marriage, animal rights, environmentalism, not putting turds 
through the letterboxes of newly arrived immigrants – are now official planks of public 
policy. (Although I’m waiting to see some backslipping on the last one). As late as the 
turn of the last century women couldn’t vote, blacks were segregated in the US, 
homosexuality was illegal and the most liberal constitution on the planet was written by 
a bunch of dead white men who owned slaves.  

It was the left that changed that. It was the left that once pushed aggressively for 
shocking ideas like the notion that people should be paid equally regardless of gender, 
that not quite everything should be run by rich white men and that you shouldn’t call 
someone the N-word in a sitcom going out at 6pm to 11 million people.  

But a question still bothered me. If we were now the underdogs, what were we 
rebelling against? Apparently it was the ‘1%’ – the billionaires testing the slopes at 
Davos or buying up property in Westminster (or hanging out with Hillary Clinton). A 
grand picture of the world emerged where financial elites utterly unmoored from 
economic gravity hopped around the world on private jets directing affairs from 
shadowy boardrooms. Who was to blame for poverty, misery, depression, racism, 
Rupert Murdoch? They were! The elites. The Russians. The Zionists. It was all so easy! 
The billionaires were to blame.  

Well, perhaps they were. The problem is that using a word like ‘1%’ is so vague 
as to be almost meaningless. Who are these billionaires? Can you name more than five? 
The way the modern left thinks of billionaires is not a million miles away from the way 
the ancient Greeks thought of their pantheon of Gods – except that instead of dividing 
oceans or smashing mountains they control interbank lending rates. This kind of 



simplistic narrative becomes even more problematic when it comes to the ‘99%’. Who 
belongs to this 99%? You? Me? Does everyone belong to it apart from Mark Zuckerberg? 
Is a comfortable kid who owns a flat in east London now worth half a million the same 
as an unemployed plumber in Stoke simply because she does a zero hours job?  

If Jack just happened to have the extra 20k from his parents at just the right 
moment in the early 2000s he might have snapped up a cheap house in zone four now 
worth half a million, while his friend Jill – who couldn’t rely on the Bank of Mum and 
Dad – is still working in insecure jobs to try and pay her rent on tiny a single room 
(which, incidentally, might well be in Jack’s cool house in east London).  

Jack no longer needs to work because he’s turned his entire house into a 
multiple-occupation-rental, which now houses not only Jill, but also Joan, Jenny, Jamal, 
Mohammed and Daisy who all work a variety of zero-hours jobs to pay off Jack’s 
mortgage. (Jack can now afford to work only part time and spend the rest of his day 
programming beats on Fruityloops). Is Jack a ‘landlord’? Well, technically – but only in a 
cool, friendly sort of way that lets all sides feel good about the arrangement (especially 
Jack) and on the plus side it does give Jack extra time to work on his acid hip hop career.  

How tough should we be on Jack? When he votes Labour or Green he probably 
does so in full righteous belief that he’s a good person doing a good thing. The point is 
that it’s possible for a certain newly moneyed class to fulfil all the outward signs of 
leftwing virtue even while, however much they’d rather not admit it, rather benefitting 
from it all. This used to be called ‘champagne socialism’ but it’s probably better 
expressed as ‘renting out a tiny room to your friends for £120 per week’ socialism. By 
extending ‘the many’ to just about anybody who feels like it, some very real divisions – 
that between those with or without property for example – can be conveniently erased.  

All sorts of new lifestyle choices posing as political movements have emerged in 
the last few years to replace class struggle with some kind of new moral struggle so that 
people from comfortable backgrounds can still feel like rebels. Feeling rebellious? Try 
the ‘Question Authority Organise Revolution’ poster, by Insurgency, available online. Or 
perhaps an anarchist mousepad? An activist keyring? You can get a ‘Smash The State’ 
sweater with anarcho-capitalist embroidered patterning; you can buy anarchist 
baseball jerseys, anarchist mugs, anarchist maternity clothes, anarchist aprons, 
anarchist baby bibs (for anarchist babies), anarchist teddy bears, and a ‘No Gods No 
Masters’ at a discount if you buy an anarchist football to go along with it. Best of all you 
can celebrate that contemporary anti-consumer festival Buy Nothing Day by, er… 
buying a T-shirt for it.   

Veganism, freeganism, craftivism, activism, ‘hashtactivism’, wellness, unwellness, 
mindfulness: they might well bring meaning to many people, but they are also ways to 
‘wokewash’ a class who are increasingly comfortable under capitalism. When you go to 
the local equivalent of Shoreditch in any city and see the anti-capitalist Banksy stencils, 
you know that property prices are on the up. Flat whites follow Free Palestine murals. 
However much Jack might not like to admit it – and I do apologise for the incursion into 
filthy language here – I think most of us would still call Jack a prime example of the C-
word. That’s right: he’s a massive capitalist.  



In fact during the time Jack was generously charging his friends rent, 
homelessness had mushroomed under ten years of the Tories in the years since they’d 
taken power in 2010. Increasing numbers of families were living in chronic insecurity, 
working jobs when they already had jobs, and depressing numbers of children growing 
up in horrendous accommodation miles away from their schools. There was no question 
that these people were disadvantaged. 

Did we care? Perhaps. But not half as much as we seemed to care about the fact 
that so many of us could no longer buy a house in central London or rely on our jobs in 
journalism, research, publishing or the arts. ‘I can’t get on the housing ladder,’ cried a 
million middle class graduates, without adding the caveat at the end, ‘... in commuting 
distance of the capital.’ If they were prepared to come to east Manchester and live next 
to me I suspect they wouldn’t have any problems. A house in nearby Burnley famously 
went for £11,000 not so long ago. If you had a decent mortgage lender you could 
probably buy an entire street.  

The truth is that as a rallying cry, ‘for the many’ is a bit hollow. Of course 
promising to tax the billionaires is a good start, since few people are actually against 
taxing the billionaires. (Apart from the billionaires, presumably). The trouble is, ‘I’m not 
a billionaire’ is an enormously inclusive category. There are people studiously 
rebranding themselves as an oppressed class on the basis that they can no longer afford 
to buy in central London. Does an extra half an hour on the tube really make you a 
victim of capitalism?  

We’ve seen this scream of rage combine with a sneer of derision in the ‘Ok 
Boomer’ revolt against the old – who are supposedly responsible for climate change, the 
rise of the right, Brexit, high house prices and the collapse of global eco-systems. (And I 
thought their main sin was licking the pages of books when they turn them). But this is 
to imagine Baby Boomers as a homogenous mass of fat-bottomed Sunday Times-editing 
Chardonnay sniffers who bought their house in Angel Islington for £35 in 1964 and 
recently sold it for £16 million. Just as ‘millennials’ also includes young people who hate 
identity politics and voted for Trump, ‘Boomers’ also includes Irish house cleaners, 
council estate dwellers, Windrush immigrants, tenants of terraces with outside toilets – 
and, yes, a generation of people who had to wait a long time to buy their tiny east 
London semi just down the road from the pub with the National Front skinheads.  

When you refuse to recognise the world around you, when you live inside a 
permanent protest based on dreamy utopian ideals that everyone will suddenly 
overcome their false consciousness and vote for a socialist, when you’re wedded to the 
idea that in order to change anything you have to change everything – then you end up 
changing nothing. When moralizing starts to replace any effective ideas, then you put 
people off more than switch them on. 

But before we get onto that, we need to have a look at how we got here in the 
first place.  

  



 

** 

 

Are the Voters Good Enough for Us?  

 

How We Replaced Politics with Preaching 

 

 

 

 

In the early 1900s, in the leafy glades of what were still meaningfully the villages of 
north London, you might have caught a couple making their way up to the Hampstead 
Society for the Study of Socialism. One was elegant, pretty, exuding fierce and perhaps 
not quite ladylike spirit; the other was a short and stocky man who nonetheless with an 
air of self-possession and determination. They were the star couple of a nascent socialist 
movement growing among the wealthy in turn-of-the-century London, given to a bit of 
patrician moralizing musing on the plight of the English working classes while strolling 
gently through handsome parks. And what did they think of those working classes?  

‘Nature still obstinately refuses to cooperate,’ that lady once wrote, ‘by making 
rich people innately superior to the poor people’xii. 

 She was Beatrice Webb, and she and her husband Sidney were – however far this 
is stretching it – the Barack and Michelle of their day.  

Am I joking? Surely such contempt for the poor is incompatible with a desire to 
help them? You might have thought so7. But the truth is that the history of the left is full 
of this kind of stuff: patrician thinkers who thought the toiling masses little better than 
animals; charitable churchmen who wanted to save the proletariat from sin but cared 
more about their souls than their stomachs; strident utopians who built brave new 
colonies for the workers on profits derived from factory labour. They remind us that we 
need to move beyond simplistic ideas of hypocrisy or snobbery and towards a more 
three-dimensional picture of people on all sides of the spectrum.  

The Webbs are a good example. On the one hand their hypocrisy is redolent; they 
were part of a movement of slummers, drifters, utopians, aestheticians, artists and 
dreamers of the late 19th century onwards who generally relied on large private 
incomes to attach themselves to socialist ideals and concern for the working man and 
woman. The parallels with the present are striking. If you’re a vegetarian, an animal 
rights activist or a gay rights campaigner for example, at what point in history do you 

                                                           
7
 In fairness Beatrice wasn’t just tough on the poor; she described her husband in her diary as ‘an ugly little 

man with no social position and less means.’ They had a working honeymoon.    



think the left began to take you seriously? You might think it was a few decades ago. 
You’d be wrong. It’s not the ’80s. It’s the 1880s.  

Even by the late 19th century ideas we’d now lump in with the new left – identity 
politics, nature worship, sexual exploration – were attaching themselves to the liberal 
thinkers of their day. Most famous among such movements was the Fabian society, now 
notorious for providing a platform for some of the Victorian age’s more colourful 
thinkers. There was Havelock Ellis, for example, who was also a professional sexologist 
despite being a rumoured virgin into his thirties. Not only did Ellis do important work 
on promoting the first medical definition of homosexuality, his scientific investigations 
amused those who knew him (he reportedly suffered from impotence until the age of 60 
when he discovered that he could become aroused by the sight of a woman urinating, 
something which oddly doesn’t make it into traditional histories of socialism). 

But the Fabian Society wasn’t just a place for experimenting with new toilet 
habits. It was a place for experimenting with trying to create an entirely new world. 
More pragmatic than its predecessors, the Fabians sported the Liberal reforms of the 
early 1900s but wanted more; spurred on by the Webbs, they lobbied for a series of 
reforms that would outpace anything the government was doing – the introduction of a 
minimum wage in 1906, a universal health care system in 1911, the abolition of 
hereditary peerages in 1917.xiii Some of their demands would take a century to come 
about. Some still haven’t.  

Much of this has an uncomfortably nationalist and eugenic feel today – the 
national minimum wage was meant to create a strong workforce, the health services 
and the slum clearances would allow ‘the breeding of even a moderately Imperial race’ 
more productive than the ‘stunted, anaemic, demoralised denizens’ Britain’s cities then 
boasted, while national education would produce a country worthy of its empire. But 
again, this is an illustration of the fact that there are no simple ‘goodies’ and ‘baddies’ in 
all this. workers needed dilettantes as much as dilettantes dreamed about being 
workers.  

At the Bryant and May match factory in east London – where the barefoot 
workers were routinely fined for being untidy, had to supply their own glue and 
brushes and were exposed to harmful white phosphorus which sometimes crippled and 
killed them – the famous strike was led by the workers themselves, not as is sometimes 
assumed the middle class Fabian activist Annie Besant. But what Besant did do was use 
her access to higher circles that meant she could bring it to public attention, much in the 
way that celebrities lend themselves to causes today. Between them Sidney and Beatrice 
Webb had either dated or entertained no less than two Prime Ministers as well as half of 
London society. Actually, it was only Beatrice that did the dating; that really would have 
marked a new chapter in the history of the extra-parliamentary opposition.  

It’s easy to deride all this of course. Just as we mock Prince William flying to 
climate change conferences by private jet, there’s something a little bit ridiculous today 
about the idea of late-Victorian trust funders moralizing about the poor while putting 
them to work, or attempting to bring about a better world by selling rich people 
wallpaper. These were definitely the first ‘hipsters’, and they attracted as much derision 
in their day amongst some as the sourdough crowd do now as they open up cat-
cuddling cafes in Homerton. Passing through Letchworth in the 1930s George Orwell 
was still able to note their presence in a sputtering passage of The Road to Wigan Pier 



that now sounds more like a gravy-drool tabloid columnist. Socialists ‘with vegetarian 
leanings’ Orwell warned darkly, would attract ‘every fruit-juice drinker, nudist, sandal-
wearer, sex-maniac, Quaker, 'Nature Cure' quack, pacifist, and feminist in England.’  

 But who were these awful people? Who were the celebrated (and ridiculed) 
members of the Socialist League led by William Morris in the 1880s, or the Socialist 
Democratic Foundation at a similar time? Who were these diabolical sandal-wearers 
and sex-maniacs? Who were these people who dared to drink fruit juice?  

They were a mix. Certainly they included the kind of people who these days 
would be attempting to sell you stuff on Etsy or trying to get you to fund their charity 
single. Lifestyle fads was munched up in a melee of genuine selflessness and self-
promotion. Celebrated fruitcake Edward Carpenter even tried to get his friends to buy 
his sandals on the promise they’d bring about ‘the liberation of the feet.’xiv  

But to reduce these people to caricatures overlooks an important part of the 
story. The Webbs, for example, were far from a clear case of aristocrats choosing to 
slum it. Beatrice may have had the inheritance to fund their voluminous writings but 
Sidney had worked his way up from the Cockney backstreets. However awful their 
views might have been – and bear in mind that most views from a century and a half ago 
would now constitute ‘fascism’ for many today – they were both also deeply committed 
to the ideals of equality. Beatrice helped with the first social survey of London. She 
worked as a volunteer housing officer in Tower Hamlets at a time when such a role 
barely existed. She even drafted a minority report for a commission to review the Poor 
Law in 1905 which would eventually, after her death, become the basis for the 
Beveridge Report in the post-war Labour government.  

So while she didn’t exactly lay the foundations of the welfare state, it’s true to say 
that Webb laid the foundations to the foundations of the welfare state. And she did these 
things as a woman – no, a lady – at a time when women (and especially ladies) did not 
do these things. Even as far back as 1884 it’s fascinating to note how similar the program 
of the Social Democratic Federation – one of the precursors to the Fabians – is to 
something a leftwing leader might call for today: a 48-hour workweek, crackdowns on 
child labour, compulsory and free and secular education, equality for women. Perhaps 
just ignore the stuff about eugenics.  

In other words, the history of the middle class left is as old as the working class 
left – and rather than being some awful aberration, both have always been mutually co-
dependent. The worker movements that would one day form the Labour party lacked 
funds but boasted numbers. The utopian movements that would one day form the 
editorial stance of Huffpost lacked numbers but generally boasted – or rather made sure 
not to boast – about having funds. In fact the parliamentary left itself only came about 
because the Liberal Party began to endorse trade union candidates and form electoral 
pacts with proto-Labour politicians around the turn of the last century – what some 
have seen as a way for liberal ideas to dominate the left, a ‘middle-class bridgehead in 
the working class’xv.  

The history of the left was from the late 19th century onwards a kind of power 
sharing agreement between both strands, with more crossover than you might imagine 
(it’s worth remembering that at the parliamentary level, the pre-1945 Labour Party was 



consistently unable to form a majority government and had several times got in bed 
with the wealthier boss class of Liberals in order to assume power). 

And today this balance continues. It’s very easy and rather fashionable these 
days to claim that the reason the left is on its knees is because of a prissy commitment 
towards identity politics. But the left was always partly about identity politics. One kind 
of utopianism tends to cling to another – which is why feminists and black movements 
to this day also define themselves in terms borrowed from Marxist class struggle.  

It’s fair to say, however, that there is a difference. Moral utopianism has always 
had a role a background music in the left, but in the past it generally was just 
background music. Socialism was still seen predominantly as a way to transform 
peoples’ lives rather than transform their souls. In the last few decades, it’s arguable 
that that has changed. It’s arguable, in fact, that these days the balance has swung in the 
other direction about as far as you could go.  

 

* 

 

There was something odd about Hillary Clinton’s campaign to be US president in 2016. 
It’s not just that she barely visited key battleground states or appeared to be more 
interested in hanging out with rich friends in Martha’s Vineyard than hitting the 
campaign trail in Pennsylvania or Wisconsin. There was something else. Long before 
polling day Clinton appeared to believe she’d already won the election.  

 Perhaps we can’t blame her. The press seemed to believe she’d already won the 
election too. The New York Times estimated a Hillary victory at 85%; the ever cautious 
Huffington Post at nothing less than 98% (of course!)xvi. Clinton wouldn’t even need to 
do anything to fight Trump, apparently, because like a cartoon villain Trump would be 
dissolved by jokes. All through 2016 a slew of highly shareable articles declared that 
Donald Trump had been ‘destroyed’ by witty liberals like John Oliver on their nightly 
comedy segments. Social news aggregator Fansided dated this destruction to the 1st 
August, the Daily Good said it had occurred 21st March, while the most arch-liberal site 
of all, Salon, declared that Oliver had destroyed the real estate tycoon ‘13 glorious times’ 
overxvii. (I wasn’t personally sure how anything could be ‘destroyed’ more than once – 
but never mind). Why even vote if it was a foregone conclusion?  

In reality Clinton was actually a relatively unpopular candidate when compared 
to her Democrat predecessors, failing to stir anything like the kind of enthusiasm as 
Barack Obama or even her own husband back in the 1990s. Yet she benefited from such 
unanimous endorsements from the editorial and opinion pages of the American press 
that, as journalist Thomas Frank put it, ‘the act of opening the newspaper started to feel 
like tuning in to a Cold War propaganda station.’ Indeed such was the strength of liberal 
self-congratulation that an outsider would have assumed we might as well put Clinton 
straight in the White House without even bothering to hold an election. 



So here’s an interesting question: why did Clinton, as well as the world’s most 
self-congratulating press, as well as, let’s face it, most of the world – believe that not only 
she was set to win the election, but that it was more or less impossible for her to lose?  

Perhaps it was Trump. America – the part of it that shares articles by Salon at any 
rate – just couldn’t believe that millions of people would vote for a pathological liar who 
made dick jokes and mocked the disabled. Had the Founding Fathers really laid their 
lives on the line for this? Trump had come to power on a ticket of getting to Washington 
in order to ‘drain the swamp’ of corrupt politicians, which he’d attempted to achieve via 
the novel approach of filling Washington with even more corrupt politicians – evidently 
he was draining his own swamp. 

But it wasn’t just Trump himself. Clinton was much-mocked for calling Trump 
voters ‘deplorables’, although the population at large had probably called them worse 
things. Beneath the gaffe however was a conviction – that Democrats were the good 
guys, the heroes of the people, and that their victory became certain. Some people on 
the left even attacked women who were planning to vote for Trump. Didn’t they have a 
conscience? Who were these women, acting like free agents rather than doing what they 
were told by their social betters? 

Rarely did anyone ever hear much self-examination. The left seemed more 
interested in singing in a righteous chorus of self-proclaimed virtue than it did with 
hearing messy stories of actual voters. They seemed little interested, for example, in the 
views of a waitress in a busy roadside diner frequented by truckers, or a Catholic 
Mexican-American working mother, or a divorced pensioner hooked on prescription 
pills in a failing part of the Rust Belt – all groups of women who voted Republican in 
surprising numbers. When Hillary spoke for women, she spoke for the right women.  

To call this snobbery misses the point. It wasn’t just class snobbery. It was moral 
snobbery. Voting was now apparently an ethical, not a political, act – and if you voted 
for the wrong choice you were nothing worse than a black-hating, woman-hating, 
Latino-hating, gay-hating (have I left anyone out?) bigot. Even if you were a black gay 
Latino woman you were still a bigot – or perhaps just deluded, or self-hating.  

The idea that cafe waitresses, conservative Catholics and opioid-hooked 
pensioners might feel that Trump represented them – at least, more than a media 
celebrity who thought they were deplorable and barely broke off socialising in Davos to 
visit their state – was almost totally ignored.  

Even suggesting Hillary might not win was tantamount to treason. Clinton was 
cast repeatedly as a flawless leader and any possibility that Hillary might not win – 
unthinkable! – was drowned in a tidal wave of triumphalism as she declared a Trump 
victory an impossibility, barely bothered to campaign in battleground states and yet 
even with the full force of Saturday Night Live backing her, still managed to lose against 
an impossibility.8 Apparently Clinton couldn’t even beat a candidate who’d already been 
destroyed 13 times. 

                                                           
8 Some believe it was as few as 77,000 votes combined between Michican, Pennyslvania and 
Wisconsin that gifted Trump the victory which could have been Hillary’s, if she’d only bothered to 
campaign more in those states.   



This, in short, is what happens when moralizing replaces politics – especially if it 
comes with the kind of smug self-assurance that starts to resemble a church choir more 
than a campaign. The Democrats in 2016 were a choir singing hymns to themselves 
inside a bubble inside an echo chamber. Or to put it another way: they were 
campaigning to themselves. Hillary reportedly didn’t even bother preparing a 
concession speech because the ‘right’ conclusion was so foregone; fireworks were 
apparently primed to go off along the Hudson on news of her assured victory. We can 
only assume they were hastily re-boxed the following morning.xviii  

 But if 2016 marked the peak of liberal self-deception, it certainly didn’t die away. 
In the wake of the most catastrophic defeat Labour had ever suffered it occurred to me 
that perhaps we were all a little guilty of this. There was Corbyn himself for a start. 
Despite there being zero evidence that what the nation was really crying out for was a 
tweedy vegan who dressed in train-driver’s hats, a leader cult had developed around 
Corbyn that Kim-Jong Un would have found a bit over the top. Normally intelligent and 
rational people displayed new sides to their personalities. When I talked to my friend 
Tom, a bar-owner and Labour campaigner, about Corbyn, his usually warm and twinkly 
eyes would go a little flinty and he’d stare into the middle distance as if he could already 
see the worker’s paradise that lay ahead. ‘Jeremy Corbyn can bring about a nicer Britain. 
All we’ve got to do is believe,’ he’d say, crisply, in the kind of tone that suggested he’d be 
happy to throw 50,000 children into a forced-labour camp if it would help Jeremy 
Corbyn get elected.  

This seemed to cut through to a core belief I’d noticed among my friends on the 
left: a dogmatic faith that the problems of the world would be largely solved if other 
people were more like us. If only there were more ‘sympathy’, ‘empathy’ in the world – 
if only people were fucking nicer to each other – then tricky questions like the rise of 
nationalism, terrorism or the climate crisis would more or less solve themselves. A new 
industrial program was rolled out: instead of producing steel or cotton or cars, we’d 
produce empathy. Websites like Buzzfeed and Huffpost became miracle empathy 
factories in the new race to be nice. A million liberals across the Atlantic waking up to 
social media every morning wanted you to know How They Felt About This Particular 
Thing and Why This Latest Twitter Gaffe Is REALLY Important. ‘News’ platforms bore 
clickbait outrage headlines that seemed barely distinguishable from all the clickbait 
outrage on Facebook (except that they also tried to sell me things). We all became so 
nice we even forgot to try and win elections.  

I couldn’t help feeling that all this niceness had been a little blinding. It had 
certainly infected the thinking of the Labour Party by the late 2010s, which sometimes 
felt less like it was offering a program for radical change and more like it was offering a 
fantasy list of ‘nice things for nice people’ (however much all this niceness cost). To 
make up for the fact that we weren’t giving the public what they’d actually asked for – a 
‘Full English Brexit’ with no questions asked in many places – we seemed to be 

                                                                                                                                                                                     

 

 

 

 



promising them pretty much everything else: more roads, rail, free broadband, 20 
million trees (or was it 30 million trees?), childcare, and so many other things I think 
even Corbyn and his team had lost count. I was sort of surprised we didn’t also offer a 
year’s subscription to Sky or a free gym membership to everyone who voted Labour.  

In the event, it’s fairly certain not even a gym membership could have 
guaranteed our success – which perhaps demonstrates the fallibility of the empathy 
strategy. But I think the problem with all this goes much deeper than an overdose of 
niceness. For all the talk of empathy, I’m not sure some of us even know what the word 
really means any longer. 

 

* 

 

In late 2019, I happened to go down to the street where the Extinction Rebellion protest 
was happening in my city. Climate change is of course one of the big issues of our time, 
and one where garnering public support is key to force governments to start making 
changes. But ‘XR’ had an interesting new strategy for protest. Instead of the original 
meaning of leftwing organization (withholding one’s own labour) these ‘climate strikes’ 
had a new strategy: now they stopped other people from going to work.  

 Roads filled, bridges blocked, traffic cordoned: it was nothing short of a people’s 
revolution! Commuters now had to spend an extra half hour in traffic. Shopkeepers 
mumbled and grumbled. There was nothing like making people late for work to get 
them involved in the climate movement. If they’d only cordoned off the M1 for an entire 
fortnight we might have saved the North Pole.  

 I don’t mean to mock these protests. A lot of my friends were involved. The music 
was good – an interesting fusion of street beats and live samba – and there was some 
nice ‘pay as you feel’ street food of beans and couscous (I looked deep into my soul and 
realised I felt like paying 50p). Also, saving humankind from extinction is always a plus!  
Some worried that the protests achieved no actual tangible results, but they lodged the 
climate debate in the public imagination and got some local governments to commit to 
carbon-neutral targets (perhaps they were unaware of their power; if I happened to be 
Mayor and I got wind that an army of middle class performance artists wearing face 
paint were about to organize samba dances in the middle of my city I’d give in to 
whatever demands they were asking right there and then).  

  Still, I couldn’t help wondering. If this was really an inclusive protest, why wasn’t 
it including the people actually affected by it? As far as I could see the Extinction 
Rebellion protests mainly seemed to be happening in hip, left-leaning, diverse cities – 
cities which were generally already supportive of the cause. If this was supposed to be 
convincing the nation, why weren’t the protests actually going to the people of the 
nation? It’s easy for lots of young tech workers, performance artists and people running 
circus skills companies to protest the carbon economy. The real test would be 
convincing a coach company in Dudley.  

I feel like I’ve spent half my life at events like this. I’ve been to poetry slams and 
performance art; I’ve watched pagan theatre where white suited men (representing 



Capitalism) scythed their way through an imaginary community of lip-pierced climate 
activists dressed up as jungle animals (representing Nature). Tarot-reading yoga poets 
have declaimed free verse over ukuleles at festivals I’ve attended; eco-masseurs have 
done fire dances amid the handstands of guerrilla reflexologists and Shiatsu 
chocolateers. And through it all, at some level, I’ve been unable to quiet a question: who 
is this actually going to convince?  

Would a fire dance convince a Middlesborough haulage crew to scrap their fleet 
of coaches? Would a passing kid who’d just bought a pair of Nikes suddenly leap up at 
the sound of samba beats and ask to have their face-painted in red to protest the 
burning of the Amazon rainforest?  There seemed to be a general idea that if you staged 
climate protests in a few of Britain’s cooler cities then all those Sunderland logistics 
companies or Perthshire oil riggers would delightedly realise the error of their ways 
and form a stampede to hand in their resignations. Quite frankly, this was so far off the 
scale of ‘realistic’ that we might as well have tried convincing the English Defence 
League of the need to switch to single-use-plastic.  

Again, I couldn’t help thinking that much of the problem here lay in assuming 
that everyone else was just like us. Of course, this assumption is a necessary ingredient 
in the rocket-fuel in optimism: if people had never assumed any kind of fellow feeling in 
the wider world then they’d never have bothered to attempt to end slavery or secure 
votes for women. Still, optimism can run thin when never collides with reality at all. But 
most of Britain is not concentrated in hip or diverse urban centres but tucked away in 
disparate suburban sprawl where people depend on cars and trucks for their livings. 
Where was the attempt to speak to them? Was a bongo dance in Manchester really 
going to swing it? 

There was something about these protests that reminded me of family Christmas 
gatherings at my dad’s house. The larders would be stocked not with food but Guardian 
supplements. Stripped pine tables would be graced not by frosted mince pies but 
environmental magazines with inspiring cover art and names like ‘Resurgence’ or ‘New 
Internationalist’. Inside were ads for pagan retreats which ask attendees to surrender 
all attachments to modernity (after having paid) and beautiful artwork of misty forests 
and romantic wetlands – the same forests and wetlands that were presumably cleared 
so we could sit in nice warm houses reading magazines like Resurgence. My grandma 
even recently gave me a tree as a Christmas present. It’s in a forest called Wooddale 
apparently; I know this because the first thing you receive when someone gives you a 
tree is a printed letter asking you for more money.   

     

 

 

Every Christmas on my dad’s side was a celebration of wood-burning stoves and 
handsome Guardian supplements laid out over naked oak tables; of ethical chocolates 
and even more ethical eco-festivals.  

I’m not knocking these magazines. I’ve even written for them. But I felt in some 
way I couldn’t really define back then that they typified a certain way to be leftwing, and 



appealed to a certain kind of left-winger – the kind that cares a lot about the plight of 
the ‘global South’ which it endlessly romanticises in evocations of noble coffee farmers 
and inspiring activist hubs. They were full of essays with titles like ‘The Need for a New 
Narrative’ or ‘Reclaiming Hope’ and they felt like the kind of thing you might find in a 
slightly tatty but worn-in but comfortable semi in a muesli-rich suburb with 
bookshelves and an old piano in its back room. It was difficult to imagine them 
appealing to most of the people around Britain who actually drive trucks, commute to 
work or staff a power station. I didn’t get the feeling that most of the people in the 
environmental movement actually cared much about their opinions.   

There’s something about this determination to assume the rest of the world is 
more or less an extension of your opinions that reminds me a little of the way art and 
literature used to be, stuck as it was in the endless depiction of Classical deities. The 
term ‘realism’ emerged in the 19th century and initially referred to writers and painters 
who committed the shocking heresy of refusing to paint winged babies and instead 
chose to hang out with the prostitutes, drunks and street-beggars of the new urban 
society. We’d probably call the results slumming or poverty porn today (although most 
would probably agree that a work by Manet is of more artistic value than an episode of 
Benefits Street) but the point is that ‘realism’ was from the very beginning a 
commitment to seeing the world in a certain way.  

 Such a commitment later became state policy in the USSR under Josef Stalin, at 
which point a proud tradition of early Soviet constructivism was suppressed in a 
deliberate attempt to make almost all of the visual arts resemble a cheap Christmas 
card. God-awful painters were employed to create God-awful paintings; propaganda 
depicted beaming well-fed workers smelting steel or shovelling coal while the 
government hastily suppressed figures of mass starvations. It became known as 
‘Socialist Realism.’  

In recent years we’ve had a capitalist equivalent of Socialist Realism emerge. This 
‘Corporate Realism’ – which marries the gig-economy with a particularly shitty form of 
mindfulness – can be seen most colourfully in some of Amazon’s warehouse bedecked 
with admonishments to workers to enjoy the prospect of struggle; gracing the walls of a 
Staffordshire warehouse the size of 10 football pitches, according to one journalist, one 
might feel good slogans accompanied images of beaming workers saying things like ‘We 
love coming to work and miss it when we are not here!’9 People who’ve ever worked in 
a targets-based job – call centres, street teams, salespeople – will perhaps know all 
about the corporate mantras, the chants, the invitations to ‘Be a Winner’. Nothing can 
nourish the human soul like getting an 88% push through rate on third-party car 
insurance.  

Socialist realism was the death of art, and corporate realism is the death of the 
soul. But over the last few years I’m starting to wonder if we have our own version: 
‘Liberal Realism’. Many of us love, for example, the films of Ken Loach. Over the last half 
century years Loach made endless films about plucky scamps on council estates battling 
the odds in ways that were genuinely moving and even led to social change.  

                                                           
9
 According to the undercover journalist James Bloodworth workers the bosses weren’t ‘bosses’ but 

‘associates’ while workers were not ‘sacked’ but ‘released’. ‘Jeff Bezos is an associate and so are you,’ one 
supervisor said, cheerfully ignoring the fact that most workers lived in rented accommodation and did night 
shifts just to pay the bills while Bezos was worth $60.7bn. Apart from that they were pretty much on a par. 



What Ken Loach rarely makes films about, however, are plucky scamps on 
council estates who support UKIP, disliked Islam or have misgivings about Trans 
identity politics. In other words, working class people are acceptable film material as 
long as their opinions reflected those of middle class liberals. Of course we can’t 
generalize about opinions; but I still think it might have led to more interesting films if a 
real attempt had been made not to depict the disadvantaged not as we’d like them to be 
but as they actually are.  

Liberal Realism, in other words, is what happens when right-thinking liberals 
look out at the world and only see mirror images of themselves. It’s not a deliberate 
attempt to deceive anyone – except perhaps the worst kind of deception of all: lying to 
ourselves. An even better example is in the films of Richard Curtis, whose films perhaps 
more than anyone else’s have come in recent years to represent ‘Brand Britain’ (or 
perhaps ‘bland Britain’) on the international stage. Curtis’ output are a classic example 
of how harmonious society looks if you’re a wealthy filmmaker with a nice house in 
Hampstead.  

This is a picture of Britain where the builder is happy to drive his truck, where 
the dinner lady always dreamed of being a dinner lady and where Costa Coffee is staffed 
with delighted model-pretty teenagers whose greatest fulfilment comes from a five 
second cameo serving the hero his Americano. Of course there’s nothing unusual about 
feelgood films presenting a feelgood fantasy. But what’s interesting about Curtis is how 
this representative of the plummier end of the class spectrum – a man so plummy I’ve 
always pictured living on a pile of gold coins from Love, Actually royalties in an ivory 
tower at the top of Mount Plum – also sees himself as a liberal justice warrior, helping to 
found Comic Relief back in the ‘80s and also producing the Every Mind Matters 
documentary narrated by several of the Royals, so that an unemployed Tyneside mother 
on Universal Credit finally has the chance to express her sympathy for the inner turmoil 
of the Dukes and Duchesses of Cambridge and Sussex.  

I’m not knocking global poverty aid or mental health problems. But it does strike 
me that part of the reason comfortable liberals with comfortable lives tend to eulogize a 
new global working class – rather than, say, the one they might find in Epping or 
Newcastle – is that they’re easier to romanticize. The deserving poor of the developing 
world village never tend to develop quickly enough so that they can actually afford to 
buy a plane ticket and turn up on your doorstep. This new globalized kind of Fabianism 
has endless sympathy for Peruvian coffee farmers or Indonesian workers. Is it possible 
to imagine Curtis and his friends getting quite as excited about a Brexit-voting 
struggling family in Grimsby?   

Perhaps this is why we failed. We thought that we could just win the battle with 
niceness, totally ignoring the fact that the world had got substantially nastier over the 
last few years. And frankly I’m not even sure that our niceness was quite as nice as we 
assumed it was. In our pledges, in our policies, we displayed an almost bottomless fount 
of concern for the disadvantaged. But perhaps caring wasn’t enough; perhaps many felt 
that free dental checks weren’t an adequate compensation for the hollowing out of 
democratic power (‘We can’t respect your vote – but look! Free broadband’). And 
perhaps our apparently endless generosity wasn’t quite as endless – or as generous – as 
I’d assumed. For instance, the party pledged to cut rail fares by a third and pay for it by 
slashing the money spent on roads. But only around a tenth of Britain’s commuters 



travel by train. If the ‘working class’ has any meaning today, it’s not the cloth-capped 
industrial worker of old but rather the hairdresser in Wigan, the mobile burger shack 
off the motorway, the man in the white van running his own sandwich stall. These 
people depend on roads. slashing train fares sounds like the kind of thing an A-Level 
Sociology group in a posh suburban school would come up with: virtuous, eco-friendly 
(and also, coincidentally, nice for kids in posh suburban schools). The same could be 
said for quite a bit of the Labour manifesto; ending fees for university for example has 
the ring of equality and virtue about it but is (totally coincidentally) rather nice for a lot 
of middle class kids.  

 In short, it was sometimes worth asking ourselves whether we believed in 
something because it was genuinely better morally, or because it favoured us. There 
was a fair amount of astonishment for example that many of the places most dependent 
on the welfare state had rejected Labour, the party of the welfare state, in favour of the 
Conservatives, the party of kicking people off it. similar observations had been made 
about the vote for Trump.   

But perhaps this wasn’t about economics. Or perhaps it was about lots of things 
including economics. In Britain, for example, it’s fair to say that the welfare state – and 
in fact the public sector – has become a kind of secular religion for the modern left, 
complete with its own Origin Myth in the post-war Atlee government of 1945. Just say 
the words ‘NHS’ when you’re introducing your job title and you earn points for quick 
entry to Heaven (even if you’re earning £122,700 per annum as the project manager on 
a corporate restructuring program). The NHS in particular lies at a nexus of virtue, 
along with public transport, state-owned utilities and the scrupulously, eye-wateringly 
liberal BBC at its centre. And why not? The BBC and the NHS are wonderful in their way; 
the public sector might not be perfect at running the trains but it surely can’t be any 
worse than the private one.  

But it’s important to remember that peoples’ experience of the public sector can 
be vastly different. If you’re a middle class person you may, for example, stand to be 
employed by the state or its outsourced divisions in any of the newly expanded 
professional spheres – academe, research, think tankery, policy wonkery, 3rd sector, 
management. If you’re among the disadvantaged meanwhile you’re much more likely to 
interact with the state on the terms of harassment or grudging charity – a pressured 
interview with a Job Centre advisor, a strained call to the benefits assessment team, a 
chat with a ‘doctor’ working for an outsourced private company charged with kicking 
you off the list for long-term disability allowance.  

The state tends to have different meanings for those who depend on it as a 
service user and those who depend on it as a ‘service provider’ (as the managerial class 
might like to put it). Clinging to the welfare state as a kind of universal benevolent 
provider managed by central government is frankly a little bit out of date – and 
characterising anybody who disagrees as a baby-eating Tory fascist doesn’t help. (Re-
nationalising baby-eating wasn’t part of our manifesto).  

 The tragedy about all this is that by making these kind of moralizing 
assumptions, we on the left don’t save the welfare state. We speed it to its death.  

In 2019 the US ‘Socialist Convention’ briefly went viral – possibly the only time a 
US Socialist Convention ever has gone viral – following a heated exchange. So what was 



under such hot debate? Working conditions for steelworkers? Collapse of the car 
plants? No, something far more important – a discussion over the kind of pronouns 
members should be using to address one another. Oh, the white heat of revolutionary 
ferment. In the viral one attendee requested that people keep their whispering down as 
he’s ‘very prone to sensory overload.’ It’s difficult to imagine these guys storming the 
Winter Palace.10   

Where are the miners, firemen and garbage collectors supposed to fit into all 
this? there can be a sense sometimes that in our effort to break the glass ceiling we’ve 
forgotten about the class ceiling. Would people who had to do a hard, physical job – 
bussing a busy restaurant, manning a cash desk, even just being a shop clerk on 
commission – be very interested in a two-hour discussion of safe spaces and Facebook’s 
52 gender categories?  

The stereotypes of college graduate ‘Marxists’ from comfortable backgrounds is a 
lazy one, but sadly not totally unfounded. The economist Amy Chua has pointed out for 
example that in 2011, when young university-educated people were occupying the 
streets of Lower Manhattan to protest the sin of uneven wealth under capitalism, poor 
people across America were embracing ‘wealth gospel’ churches to try and snag some of 
that sinful uneven wealth for themselves. But then what would liberal anti-capitalists 
want to have to do with truck-driving dads in the Rust Belt? 

 In fact all across the political and media classes there’s been an uncomfortable 
push in recent decades to treating the working classes as a sort of flabby porcine mass 
whose clothes, beliefs and consumer choices need to be updated. People still inhabit 
Britain who fought in the war against the Nazis, but since that war we’ve begun a set of 
new ones – not with fascists but rather with a series of wars on abstract nouns: the War 
on Drugs, the War on Obesity, the War on Trans Fats. If the war on class was officially 
over by the time Tony Blair took power, the war on crass was only just beginning.  

Governments throughout the 20th century struggled to get enough food to 
people. Governments in our era struggle to stop them eating it. New heroes of the 
chattering classes emerged – brave warriors against heart disease and child obesity like 
TV chef Jamie Oliver. Whereas Orwell had once toured the more troubled parts of the 
country to decry the exploitation of workers, Oliver would tour them to scold the 
descendents of those workers for eating too many Trans Fats. Starting in the nation’s 
schools in his selfless attempts to wean the country away from junk food (and perhaps 
later on, incidentally, towards his own books and DVDs).  

Even more blatant attempts to improve the morals of the ‘lumpen’ proletariat 
could be seen in the TV output of ‘Dr’ Gillian McKeith, whose show Working Class Fatties 
and their Faeces (that might not have been the exact title) invited people with weight 
issues to examine their stool samples and show grovelling repentance for preferring a 
Big Mac to thin-stemmed broccoli. Things apparently reached quite extreme levels; in 
some episodes people were chosen to stay with McKeith at a house in London ‘with no 
escape’ and according to one journalist the eminent host was seen ‘shouting at sobbing, 
fat women while forcing them to eat quinoa and undergo frequent sessions of colonic 
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irrigation.’xix I think it’s fair to say that it’s unlikely that the guy who founded the Atkins 
Diet ever envisaged this.  

Of course much of this has nothing to do with the left on any formal level. Still, it 
is interesting that it was generally the rightwing press who opposed this moralizing 
while the liberal Twitterati lapped up Jamie as a new icon, including the BBC, effectively 
acting as a tax-payer funded advert for Jamie’s empire of now-failed restaurants (where 
he ‘gave something back’ to the people by charging them astonishing amounts for a 
pizza). As usual, this moralizing allowed the right to present themselves on the side of 
the people. At one point during Jamie’s heroic tour of Britain’s schools parents who 
smuggled ‘proper food’ under the school fence were heroized by the tabloids like they 
were smuggling bread into the Jewish ghetto – as if this was some kind of Berlin Airlift 
opposing the oppressive Nanny State rather than a mum slipping their kid a chip 
butty.11 

Was this the new role of the masses? To be massive? As figures of fun for needle-
mouthed columnists? These media pantomimes added to the general feeling that the 
descendents of the once proud toiling masses, the men and women who’d sewn the 
cotton and stoked the fires of the industrial revolution, were now little more than 
hapless porkers unable to even produce a decent bowel movement, let alone power a 
country. It’s hard to imagine that when Clement Atlee set in place the first stones of the 
welfare state in order to banish hunger the great man hoped that ordinary Britons 
would one day end up on daytime television apologising for not shitting properly.  

What all this speaks to is an increasingly deep-rooted hatred of consumption – 
that is, ordinary consumption, without any bells and whistles – on the part of politer 
society. To put it mildly, the modern left has a difficult relationship with consumerism.  

And yet much of modern society defines itself through consumerism. When you 
think about it this is rather astonishing; how are you supposed to stand for the people if 
you despise most of what the people actually do? It’s as if the old trade union left had 
defined itself as being against trains or factories. No wonder we can’t get elected. We’re 
happy to consume when the products come giftwrapped in a series of ethical promises, 
look nice and make us feel better about ourselves; but when it comes to big cars and big 
TVs and Big Macs – steer clear.  

But consumption isn’t just a lifestyle choice. It’s also a liberation for millions and 
millions of people, allowing them to taste foods from far overseas, use phones their 
ancestors never dreamt of, and wear clothes cheap enough to be discarded in the trash. 
Possibly the single most liberating object of the 20th century was the personal or family 
car, which is, predictably, something many on the left today also despise. But legitimate 
environmental concerns aside, one sometimes wonder whether it’s the car itself or car 
culture the new left really hates, as well as the leisure economy cars made possible: 
multiplexes by the motorway, drive-thru McDonald’s, trips to the theme park. How 
vulgar. 
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Again, we hit the abstraction fallacy: the left distrusts consumerism and certainly 
distrusts big brands because of a host of very good reasons – market bullying, tax-
avoidance, monopolies driving out competition, and so on. These are all important. But 
they’re all things that feel a little overhead, a little out-of-reach. Do most people really 
care about McDonald’s tax record when they pop in for a 99p cheeseburger? Do we have 
any arguments against that fizz of pleasure people get as they bite in and taste the liquid 
mayo? 

Here’s what a three-dimensional approach would do. It would recognise both 
levels – the wider economic dimension, but also the ground-level reality. Megabrands 
are gargantuan entities that enter peoples’ lives at all sorts of different levels, a bit like 
the way, say, the Catholic church did in the Middle Ages; they can be social, functional, 
eating places, meeting places, and more besides. Condemning them to one side of a 
Good & Evil divide doesn’t really help. Would any broad-brush anti-capitalists be 
interested, for example, to learn that the staff at my local Starbucks used to effectively 
provide volunteer daycare for an old man with Alzheimer’s who’d to wobble in every 
day around lunch? That when he failed to turn up one day someone even went round to 
his flat to check up? Would it interest these people that this is where I got some of my 
time to write this stuff and form my thoughts? (I realise that as far as some are 
concerned this isn’t necessarily an advertisement). Or that a church choir used to meet 
there? Oh, the cold uncaring face of global capitalism.   

I’m not for a minute suggesting that we should let up our criticism of tax-
avoiding megabrands – merely to recognise that these tax-avoiding megabrands can 
work on many levels. The most international companies on earth can feel surprisingly 
local when you get down to ground level. Where else but Wetherspoons, for example, 
allows a football-sized crowd of pensioners to sit all day for the price of a pint? Where 
else might a struggling single mother (or a struggling writer) get infinite refills on a 
single cup of machine coffee for £1.30?  

The odd thing about this, it that the kind of powerful economic leverage that 
people on the hard left used to dream about – cheap food for the masses, milk bars, 
workers cafes – is precisely what large corporate chains make possible. Who else has 
the kind of deep pockets to refurbish the architectural gems of the northern cities or 
provide cheap food to working families? Yet few on the left celebrate how much Aldi has 
improved the life of people without affordable access to focaccia ricetta. You see a 
similar antipathy play out in the left reaction to smartphone and the Silicon Valley 
behemoths behind them, as if what hundreds of millions of people around the world 
facing economic uncertainty and political turmoil really worried about was their data 
choices.  

Wetherspoons allows working people to drink and eat for a pittance in environs 
that sometimes genuinely deserve the label of Peoples’ Palace – stunning Victorian 
theatres in Cardiff; beautiful Art Deco cinemas in south Manchester; listed modernist 
landmarks in Essex – and yet some in today’s left would characterise a ’Spoons as a 
blokey wasteland that puts pro-Brexit messages on its beermats. (To be fair, they did 
pro-Brexit messages on their beermats).  

This is classic gluten-free catastrophizing: fixating on a slight, rather abstract 
problem, while totally ignoring the huge potential for self-expression that these awful 
Silicon Valley corporations have made possible. But not only is it important to come 



down to earth in order to rebuild bridges, it’s also important to do it for deeper reasons, 
ones that go to the heart of what democracy really is.  

In many ways the consumer revolution is in many ways the people’s revolution. 
Consider the things which have done most to bring about the modern world – the 
phone, the plane, the car, the pill, the internet, Facebook – and ask yourself how many of 
them came about because someone voted for them?  

The 20th century was dotted with ideologues promising utopia for the workers. 
But the thing which really transformed the lives of ordinary people wasn’t the 
scribblings of a 19th century economic philosopher and his factory-owning friend, nor 
the dreams of Comrade Stalin or the People’s Republic of China (which transformed 
many millions of peoples’ lives in another way, by prematurely ending them). True, 
many of the brainwave inventions of the last century came about with plenty of state 
support; Google and Facebook were both incubated by the students of elite universities. 
But the breathtaking transformation of the lives of ordinary people over the last decade 
owes much more to the credit card than the ballot card.  

What had once been a social project was starting to feel more and more like a 
moral one; a new breed of self-appointed saviours had emerged to represent the left, 
and reading the opinion pages increasingly bore the tone of a carousel of sermons. We 
can go to Owen Jones if we want to be told how homophobic Britain is, or Laurie Penny 
to be told how misogynist we are; we can go to Polly Toynbee to be told how awful 
working class Brexit voters are and to George Monbiot if we want to learn how ashamed 
of ourselves we should be for wanting to drive or buy things. it feels a bit like a Sunday 
school. The right, which used to feel like Songs of Praise, now feels more like a shopping 
mall. Between the shopping mall and the Sunday school which one do you think has 
more mass appeal for the masses of 21st Britain?  

Of course none of this is to ignore that our culture of consumption does have 
some fairly awful consequences. Exotic food doesn’t leap merrily out of the ground. 
Multicoloured fruits cross entire oceans to be ignored by us in a Sainsbury’s display. 
And it’s very easy to gush about how working class people can eat for cheap in 
Wetherspoons while ignoring the grimmer job conditions of the working class people 
who work in them; it’s easy to rejoice at the liberation of working families by the cheap 
food revolution while ignoring the working families in Africa, Latin America and east 
Asia who go hungry because they’re squeezed by exploitative suppliers.  

Even things like ethical consumption are older than we think. Did you know, for 
example, that a version of fair trade tea was promoted as far back as the 19th century as 
a way to inspire people to oppose the Caribbean slave trade? The whole Fair-Trade 
business is undeniably middle class and Guardian-reading and perhaps a little smug. 
Still, this very Fabian approach to consumption is simply trying to improve conditions 
for workers on other continents as it once did in east London. Today’s ethical and anti-
sweatshop brands aren’t just a way for rich people to feel good about themselves, 
they’re an attempt to help workers all over the world, from plantations and haciendas to 
sweatshops in Sumatra. 

All of this is important to remember. Guilt is a vital ingredient in the consumer 
economy if we ever want to create a better world. But if guilt is the only ingredient – if 
most of your relation to contemporary right is based around shame and self-denial – 



then frankly it’s not surprising if people turn away. It’s amazed me in recent years how 
many highly intelligent people have righteously swallowed the ‘zero carb self-doubt 
diet’ as a form of theatrical self-punishment. The writer Mark Greif spends an entire 
chapter of one book discussing whether he’s allowed to sing hip hop lyrics out loud as a 
white man. Is this really the kind of question we should be spending our time while 
there’s still a billion in poverty worldwide?  

The distrust of consumption also masks something deeper: a distrust of the 
bodies that do the consuming. During the rise of populist strong-men like Trump the 
writer Peter Pomerantsev adroitly observed that the key to the strong-man’s shtick is a 
willingness to address an earthy, bawdy vocabulary. Populists from here to the 
Philippines all joke about private parts, drinking, eating, farting, screwing. Farage is 
snapped himself propped up on a bar stool with a pint. Trump talks of grabbing women 
‘by the pussy’, reduces a US election debate to a discussion about the size of his johnson 
(not the British Prime Minister, his own personal johnson) and accuses journalist 
Megyn Kelly of giving him tough questions because she had ‘blood coming out of her 
wherever’. Oh, the dignity of the presidential office. 

At its worse, Pomerantsev observes, this culminates in Philippines president 
Duterte boasting of raping peasant women – and worse. This is horrible, horrible stuff; 
no wonder most of us want to distance ourselves from it.  

The problem is, the left has gone far in the opposite direction that it risks 
sounding like it has no body at all. Many of the pleasures that much of the population 
regard as part of being alive – sex, vigour, healthy competition, being forced onto a 
freezing soccer pitch at the age of eleven  – have been wrapped in the cotton-wool 
cladding of shame and safety-legislation. The clothes we buy are bad for the planet. The 
food we eat is bad for the planet. Separating young people according to their gender is 
bad for their self-esteem. If we do have a body, it’s not a source of pleasure but rather a 
source of pronouns.  

One can sometimes get the impression that what the left really wants is a 
‘Gluten-Free Body’ – one with no problematic desires, no addictions to junk food, no 
need for cheap supermarket goods flown in from 5,000 miles away unnecessarily 
warming the planet. It is, in other words, a body without a body.  

This isn’t actually all that new. We can see incarnations of similar ideas 
stretching back over the centuries – in 19th century evangelism, 18th century classicism, 
17th century Puritanism, all of which attempted to elevate human beings as immortal 
souls and not as bipeds descended from apes who scratch their armpit or go to the 
toilet. As the Mozart in Peter Schaffer’s Amadeus pithily remarks of the pompous 
Classical figures to whom the artists and composers of the court of Emperor Joseph II 
paid endless tribute: they were ‘so lofty they sound as if they shit marble.’  

During the 2019 election campaign Boris Johnson appeared in his videos doing 
so many blokey things – driving diggers, smashing walls down, chatting up a housewife 
with sexy promises about the Customs Union – that you half expected him to strip his 
shirt off on polling day and open a Diet Coke below an office block of admiring 
secretaries (although on reflection I think we can all be glad he didn’t). It was a jokey, 
blokey pitch aimed at blokes young men that frankly came off as a little desperate. 



When Lord Buckethead stood beside Boris Johnson for the election count, you weren’t 
actually sure who was the comedy candidate.  

But it worked. Or something did. One of the largest demographics to abandon 
Labour for the Tories in the 2019 election, for example, were young skilled manual 
workers. To say this is because the contemporary left ‘hates men’ is clearly an absurd 
simplification. Still, there’s a dangerous side-turning the left currently seems to be 
reversing down into throwing long-accepted patterns of behaviour and deep cultural 
mores into a recycling bin called ‘problematic’ and then expecting society to leap up and 
congratulate us. Will the Tyneside HGV driver yanked out of bed at 4.am. for his shift for 
Barratt Homes suddenly light up with joy as he learns from Novara Media that society’s 
problems stem from the Patriarchy? 

In its march to create the ‘Gluten-Free Human’ – a kind of Fair-Trade, locally 
sourced version of the New Soviet Man – the left not only risks the charge of a new 
moral Puritanism determined to stamp out pleasure it deems inappropriate. It also 
distances itself from people who are forced to acknowledge their bodies. Should it occur 
to some of us, for example, that it’s far easier to disown the body when you can more or 
less rely on it working? That being distanced from pain and sickness by health, youth 
and adequate fitness makes a difference here? Many of the people voting Brexit in 2016 
and for the unofficial Tory/Brexit coalition of 2019 had long-term health problems and 
disabilities; a significant proportion of Trump voters were literally in pain they’d tried 
to kill with prescription opioids. I only wonder what the outspoken 21-year old 
Remainer will think in 50 years’ time when a new generation of liberal voters openly 
hopes they’ll die soon.  

We all have a body. Most of us don’t choose which one we have, but have one we 
do. We all have desires. If desire itself is problematic, then frankly it’s hard to see much 
point in being human. There’s also been a weird return of small-c conservative 
prudishness in a new leftwing bottle, which sometimes doesn’t seem to embrace the 
body as deny it completely. It’s as if the very act of finding someone attractive must be 
loaded with self-questioning doubt; what we really want is a Gluten-Free Body, one that 
has no complications, no implications, one that we can’t blame for anything. The 
Puritans once thought the same thing, and the only time they ever really allowed 
themselves bodily sensations was when they were whipping people for adultery.  

 

* 

 

All of this is nudging at a similar theme: the fact that the world just isn’t quite as neat as 
many of us on the left would like it. The fact is that unlike their social betters, millions of 
ordinary people routinely fly shorthaul, sit in McDonald’s, enjoy a chip butty and a night 
in front of the telly (while scrolling through their phone). And yet society somehow fails 
to collapse!  

We’re back to the tightrope between utopian desire and miserable realism. Too 
much hope reduces you to a flimsy dreamer; too much realism reduces you to the kind 
of person who hangs around at parties telling young people that ‘you need to wake up’ 



and ‘get real’ and realise that ‘life’s not a party’. (Except when you happen to be at a 
party). In the history of social progress, no single fascist dictatorship has ever done as 
much harm as millions of committed cynics stamping on other peoples’ dreams; in the 
early 19th century people who talked of ending the Atlantic slave trade were dismissed 
as dreamers.  

So consumerism is a little unhealthy. And yet there’s something also life-
affirming about it too. There’s something life-affirming about just wanting to enjoy 
yourself a bit, to stay for that extra beer, to forego the healthy snack (‘Don’t worry – I’ve 
got some celery sticks and chopped cucumber in case we get peckish on the building 
site’) and eat something really filling. We also risk opening up a crack for oily people 
with posh accents writing for tabloids to crap on and on about the supposed tyranny of 
the ‘Nanny State’ (‘Now they won’t even let you smoke woodbines in a classroom full of 
toddlers, it’s political correctness gone mad’).  

There’s now even a flourishing sub-genre of tabloid column you might call ‘the 
People vs the Nanny State’ concerned with questions of aching social importance like 
parking fines, speed cameras and VAT on cigarettes. Invoking Orwell, PC and a dark 
totalitarian force called ‘Health and Safety’, gravy-spooled columnists fulminate against 
a world in which their civil liberties have been stripped from them because the 
government has placed a 15% sin tax on alcohol. Is this ridiculous? Of course it is. VAT is 
admittedly a sly way for governments to place burdens on disadvantaged people who 
might frankly deserve a beer or a packet of fags to escape the feeling they get when they 
look out of the window. But it’s hard to see how wealthy columnists are affected; some 
genuinely seem to see themselves as the voice of ‘liberty’ because they’ve spent 500 
words lamenting how crisp packets have got smaller.  

So why do people read it? The right seem to know something we’ve forgotten: 
that in some weird way millions of people care about this stuff. Millions of people care 
more about the size of a crisp packet than they do about the size of the European Social 
Fund. The idea that voters are easily nudged automatons who can be satisfied with a 
pint of beer and a Brexit beermat is deeply patronizing. Still, who’s winning more 
elections lately? If it was deep theory that won voters around then why don’t 
advertising firms use deep theory to sell washing machines?  

Even the most well-read among the electorate care not just about the invisible 
higher structures but the look and feel of life: the weight of a cigarette packet, the cool 
air of a drive on a summer’s night, the amount of future heart disease they’re legally 
allowed extract from a single packet of Walker’s. It’s probably here, after all, that 
patriotism is strongest: not with national flags or the vexed questions of borders or 
single markets but with the heaviness of a pound coin, a brand of crisps, the friendly eye 
of a speed camera as it deducts two points from your licence. Even the popularity of the 
Queen could be deduced from the amount of people who’ve done a line off her face in a 
nightclub toilet.   

We liberals have forgotten about this. So pleased were we in the abstractions 
that we forgot to address the surface of life. Worse, we sometimes seem to exhibit a 
pathological desire to clamp down on the things which do afford people pleasure. It 
feels like every other day now I read an article about how some beloved book or TV 
show from my childhood has now been deemed ‘problematic’; or someone seemed to 
have been silently tried and declared guilty at the court of Buzzfeed. Friends? 



Problematic. The Simpsons? Problematic. Martin Amis’ scathing novels about capitalism 
in the capital? Problematic. Martin Amis, the human being? Oh, definitely problematic. 
Perhaps it’s not intentional, but I sense a gleam of vindictiveness in all this cancel 
culture, the same kind of zeal that spurred the sadistic censors of the Soviet Union or 
McCarthyite America – a sort of special delight in taking things that had brought 
pleasure to many of us and dared to be popular despite the fact they failed to conform to 
the punishing standards of 21st liberal morality (‘First they came for Malcolm in the 
Middle. Then they came for me...’)  

If the left sounds like Sunday School, then it’s likely voters will desert it for the 
shopping mall. There’s a parallel between the intolerance of the contemporary left for 
TV shows it doesn’t like and people it doesn’t like. Tolerating diversity also means 
tolerating diversity of opinion; being inclusive doesn’t mean excluding everyone who 
doesn’t agree with you12. As I said earlier, much of this comes down to recognising that 
we live in a complex pluralistic world – and people are complex, pluralistic beings. I 
know for a fact that my local hairdresser might struggle to name the latest incarnation 
of the LGBTIQ+ alphabet game in the correct order (or, frankly, fail to even see the point 
of doing so). She might have reservations about Trans people, especially men who 
announced they were women without any kind of operation, and wouldn’t take her kids 
anywhere near Pride.  

Is she a bigot? There are a lot like her. Her aversion to Pride (an event which now 
boasts the interesting mix of both men in gimp masks and dog collars along with 
advertising floats for HSBC) doesn’t mean she hates gay people. The truth is much more 
nuanced. She might say some things that sound a bit bigoted about foreigners and at the 
same time always have a friendly chat every morning with her Asian grocer. She might 
volunteer once a month in a soup kitchen and also voted in 2019 for the Brexit Party.  

It’s really important to remember this, because one can get the feeling on the 
modern left that as soon as a working class voter reveals ‘bad’ opinions – in other 
words, opinions that don’t fit the editorial stance of Guardian Opinions – they must be 
excluded. Why bother with them? But people are not stereotypes that slot neatly into 
categories of Good & Bad, Evil & Virtuous, Open & Closed – yet many of us lazily sink 
into such stereotypes. It’s worth remembering that the majority of voters are neither 
cool ‘Dot Communist’ socialists nor foam-flecked right-wingers. They’re people a bit like 
my hairdresser; mixed in opinions, not always terribly well-informed (or terribly 
bothered) about current affairs.  

This means sometimes engaging with topics we might find difficult. And of all the 
topics that some of us find difficult, none, it has to be said, is quite as contested as that of 
‘sovereignty’. So let’s take a look at the thing of all things that the left hates really talking 
about – the nation.   
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by today’s left-wingers while rightwing populists offer messages of hope – however 
empty – that seem to inspire the electorate. Can we learn from them?  

 

Come Down to Earth  

How does theory and virtue actually help the disadvantaged?  

The left is a political movement not a protest movement – but increasingly we seem to 
campaign to ourselves. We need to be realistic about what politics is. It’s not just 
protest. It’s evolution not revolution. Reaching out to people involves genuine empathy. 
A genuine pluralism. Not shouting people down. Not winning the war on Twitter or 
Facebook. 

 

Do you Remember The Future?  

Technological progress is suspect. Or is it?  

A modern creed has been adopted that tends to see all progress as suspect unless it 
stems from environmental ideology. But where does tree-planting and the Green New 
Deal leave the bus driver from Stoke or the trucker from Newcastle? What happened to 
the left’s faith in progress?  

 

Back to the Beginning...  

In search of an old way forward  

Long before a formal labour movement, the left originated in friendly societies, mutual 
assistance, co-ops and ancestral trades union movements. Today similar things are 
emerging with housing co-ops, unions for zero-hours workers and shared community 
projects. The British left has increasingly disdained the voice of the people – but 
elsewhere movements like Podemos or 5-Star have sought to channel it. As well as 
coming down to earth as a political project, perhaps we can really – literally – build 
something new from the ‘grassroots’?  
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